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EDITOR’S DESK

  “A man is but a product of his thoughts. What he thinks, he becomes.”
           -Mahatma Gandhi

Man is a supreme creation of God who has the ability to comprehend and decode all the 
elements in the world and beyond the world. However, he often fails to understand 
and direct his own thoughts and that perhaps is one of the failures of mankind. In 
today's world, it is essential that we as individuals give birth to our own thoughts 
which are products of our own comprehension. When we frame our own thoughts we 
shape our own identity which is based upon our ideas, it is also important how each 
one of us shape our thoughts, specically when we are surrounded with diverse 
sources for the same.

It gives us immense pleasure to present before you  MILESTONES 2019-2020; this 
year the theme of our magazine is 'Gandhian Values' which is indeed a dedication of 

thour students to the Father of our Nation, Mahatma Gandhi, commemorating his 150  
birth anniversary.

I express my sincere thanks to our Principal, Sr. Stella, for her constant guidance, 
support and motivation to the team.

I also thank all the teachers and students of the Editorial Board who worked 
collectively to bring out this edition of MILESTONES.

Ms. Neha Mariam Reji
Editor

Left to Right: Mrs. Sunita Chadha, Ms. Elizabeth Benny, Mrs. Shona Sethi, Ms. 
Neha Mariam Reji , Mrs. Indu Vij , Mrs. Agnes John
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STUDENT EDITOR’S DESK

To nally hold a copy of 'Milestones 2019-20' in our hands, seems unreal. 
Through months of Board meetings, stay backs, counter opinions and 
apologies, we have only grown as individuals and we couldn't be more grateful 
to our Alma Mater for providing us with this wonderful opportunity. 

We are extremely grateful to our Principal for her steady support and 
cooperation, throughout the making of this magazine. 

This magazine couldn't have taken form without the constant advice, 
undulating hardwork and initiatives taken by our teachers, who guided us at 
each step of the way. For this, we thank you teachers!

'Milestones 2019-20' is an effort to showcase the talents of our dear students 
as well as teachers. The magazine strives towards portraying the inner 
working of the awe-inspiring institution, we call our school. It also embodies 
our motto 'To Love Through Truth' which can be seen clearly through our 
collective actions, thoughts and aspirations. This year's theme, '150 Years Of 
The Mahatma' also lays emphasis on the life and teachings of the Father Of 
Our Nation.

With great pride and joy, we present before you, 'Milestones 2019-20'

Student Editors

Left to Right: Sneha Alexander (XI-A), Jasleen Bedi (XI-A), 
Khushboo Sadhwani (XI-C), Akanksha Roy (XI-B), Kevika Goel (XI-B), 
Sneha Kolins (XI-B)
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Striking the Goal
Our Toppers

Class XII (2019-2020)

Humanities
 Jannet Maria Jibu (12-A)

(100 in Psychology)

Commerce
 Vani Jain (12-C)

Science
Sarwat Fatema (12-B)
(100 in Psychology)

 Riya Ann Jomon
(100 in History)

Pakhi Jain
(100 in Political Science)

Subject Wise Toppers
Subject Name  Marks

Political Science Pakhi Jain 100

Psychology Sarwat Fatema 100

 Jannet Maria Jibu

History Riya Ann Jomon 100

Physics Nityaa Sinha 96

Accountancy Bhavika Gupta 99

 Vani Jain

Chemistry Nehel Khanna 99

English Riya Ann Jomon 98

Business Studies Nandini Budhiraja 98

 Vani Jain 

Sociology Jannet Maria jibu 98

 Riya Ann Jomon

Mathematics Shruti Samantarai 99

Economics Lakshmi S 97

Biology Sarwat Fatema 95

 Rhea Khandelwal

 Bhavna Pandey

Computer Science Old Shruti Samantarai 97

97% 96%96.8%
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Students who secured 90% and above
 Sl. No. Student Name Percentage

 1. Jannet Maria Jibu 97.00

 2. Vani Jain 96.80

 3. Nandini Budhiraja 96.40

 4. Riya Ann Jomon 96.40

 5. Pakhi Jain 96.00

 6. Angel Mary Raphy 96.00

 7. Sarwat Fatema 96.00

 8. Rhea Khandelwal 95.80

 9. Hania Monis 95.60

 10. Ishanya Sharma 95.60

 11. Bhavna Pandey 95.40

 12. Bhavika Gupta 95.40

 13. Alena Maria Thomas 95.40

 14. Nityaa Sinha 95.40

 15. Zoya Nighar Rehman 95.00

 16. Anjali Saini 94.80

 17. Peehu Chhabra 94.80

 18. Shruti Samantarai 94.80

 19. V Shriprada 94.40

 20. Kanupriya Sachdeva 94.20

 21. Reeti Kumar 93.40

 22. Amy Alexander 93.40

 23. Rajasvi Saxena 93.40

 24. Ishita Kohli 93.00

 25. Shambhavi Gupta 92.80

 26. Angel Gupta 92.80

 27. Divine Bhardwaj 92.80

 28. Parimugdha Nanchahal 92.40

 29. Tushita Aggarwal 92.40

 30. Yukti Sethi 92.40

 31. Jahnvi Aggarwal 92.40

 32. Ruppin Kaur 92.20

 33. Nistula Singh 92.20

 34. Richa Saxena 92.00

 35. Nabeera Tasneem 91.60

 36. Sakshi Anand 91.60

 37. Aastha Gupta 91.40

 38. Ifra Mansoor 91.20

 39. Deveshi Sugandh 91.00

 40. Nehel Khanna 90.80

 41. Carmelin K Abraham 90.80

 42 Parneet Kaur Ahuja 90.60

 43. Ajiya Shah  90.60

 44. Vrinda Ahuja 90.40

 45. Paarijat Dey 90.40

 46. Chanpreet Chahal 90.20

 47. Samana Butool Mirza 90.20

 48. Aditi Anand 89.80
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Setting the Benchmark
Our Toppers

Class X (2019-2020)

Subject Wise Toppers

Nishtha Gupta
(100 in English &

100 in Mathematics)

Diya Pandey
(100 in Science)

Aarushi Dhawan
(100 in Mathematics)

Zainab Fatima

Subject Name of Student Marks 

English Nishtha Gupta  100 
 Sukhmani Dev
 Smera Khandelwal
 Aiswarya S L 

Mathematics Nishtha Gupta 100
 Aarushi Dhawan
 Spruha Kar
 Sarisha Gaur
 Mansi Sharma

Science Diya Pandey 100
 Hanah Azam
 Ayesha Iffat

Sukhmani Dev
(100 in English)

Mansi Sharma
(100 in Mathematics)

Spruha Kar
(100 in Mathematics)

Hanah Azam
(100 in Science)

Smera Khandelwal 
(100 in English)

Ayesha Iffat 
(100 in Science)

Sarisha Gaur
(100 in Mathematics)

Aiswarya S L
(100 in English)

Subject Name of Student Marks 

Hindi Nishtha Gupta  99

 Zainab Fatima

 Spruha Kar

 Ayesha Iffat

 Aliza Asad
 

Social Studies Diya Pandey 99

 Aarushi Dhawan

 Zainab Fatima

 Adhya Singh

98.80% 98.20% 98.20% 97.60%
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Students who secured 
90% and above

 Sl. No. Name of Student Marks 

 1. Nishtha Gupta 98.8

 2. Diya Pandey 98.2

 3. Aarushi Dhawan 98.2

 4. Zainab Fatima 97.6

 5. Hanah Azam 97.4

 6. Spruha Kar 97.4

 7. Semmozhi Ramesh 97

 8. Asiya Fatema 96.6

 9. Ayesha Iffat 96.2

 10. Sarisha Gaur 95.4

 11. Mansi Sharma 95.2

 12. Prishaa Bhardwaj 94.8

 13. Aanvi Sharma 94.6

 14. Sania Johnson 94.6

 15. Sukhmani Dev  94.2

 16. Sansriti Mishra 94.2

 17. Shreyasi  94.2

 18. Anushka Kumar 94

 19. Krisha Mendiratta  93.8

 20. Khushi Jain 93.6

 21. Meghna Negi 93.4

 22. Aadya Gupta 93.4

 23. Tanushri Bhatia 93

 24. Saanvvi Singh 93

 25. Vani Vivek 93

 Sl. No. Name of Student Marks

 26. Smera Khandelwal 92.8

 27. Pragalbha Singh 92.8

 28. Harshita Goyal 92.4

 29. Quilin Talukdar  92.4

 30. Drishti Arora 92.2

 31. Ikneer Kaur 92

 32. Arunima Pal 92

 33. Gauri Dhingra 92

 34. Jayati Rahul 92

 35. Liya Jomon 91.8

 36. Sana Ghosh 91.6

 37. Ananya Singh 91.6

 38. Jhanvi Gupta  91.4

 39. Adhya Singh 91.4

 40. Urjita Jain 91.4

 41. Advika Singh 91.2

 42. Mercy 91.2

 43. Agnes Joseph 91.2

 44. Aliza Asad 91

 45. Saanvi Dhawan 91

 46. Shahla Ansari 91

 47. Auspicious Nistha 90

 48. Aiswarya S L 89.8

 49. Diksha Maheshwari 89.8 
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SCHOOL IN NEWS
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Investiture Ceremony
“INTELLIGENCE PLUS CHARACTER, THAT IS THE GOAL OF TRUE EDUCATION.”

SCHOOL CABINET

 Captains Vice Captains Asstt. Captains Vice Asstt. Captains

ASHOKA Steffy Emmanuel, XII-C Gursimran Kaur, XI-C Muskan, XI-C Arpita Leela Thomas, IX-C 

GANDHI Deepshikha Upreti, XII-A Sukhmani Kaur Saini, XI-C Alvin Kaur, XI-C Yashwini Pandey, IX-A

NEHRU Riya Ann Jomon, XII-A Sneha Alexander, XI-A Khushboo Sadhwani, XI-C Tamanna Sahoo, IX-B

TAGORE Parimugdha Nanchahal, XII-A Tisha Jain, XI-C Erin Maria Tito, XI-C Vaidahi Sukhdev Lodhi, IX-B

HEAD GIRL Madhura Chattopadhyay, XII-B

VICE HEAD GIRL Nandita S. Sivakumar, XI-B

GAMES CAPTAIN Ruppiin Kaur, XII-A

VICE GAMES CAPTAIN Yashaswi Rai, XI-B

JUNIOR SCHOOL HEAD GIRL Saachi Rawat, V-A                           

JUNIOR SCHOOL VICE HEAD GIRL Michelle Quadros, V-C

JUNIOR SCHOOL GAMES CAPTAIN Diana Sunil, V-B                               

JUNIOR SCHOOL VICE GAMES CAPTAIN Nandini Saini, V-B
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Head Girl’s Message

“For the post of Head Girl, declared elected – Madhura Chattopadhyay.” Hearing 
Sr. Stella say these words and seeing her wide smile was surreal for me. Only when I 
glanced across to see my friends cheering loud enough to put a rock concert to 
shame, did I realize that this was actually happening. My school had put all its faith, 
trust and belief in me. I had received a great opportunity to give my alma mater a 
small fraction of what it has given to me. I walked up on to the stage of the Helen Hall, 
determined to make the best use of it and carry my responsibilities and uphold the 
ideals of my school to the best of my ability. Mater Dei had chosen a cry baby who 
used to vomit almost every day in Vandana Bhavan to become the Head Girl. 
Suddenly, I could no longer find that girl. To become the Head Girl, more than 
anything, is the biggest learning experience in my life so far. The Cabinet consisted 
of very diverse and distinct personalities. But when put together, the Cabinet was 
just like a beautiful tapestry weaving together our strengths and uniting us. It is true 
that we often received scolding for talking louder than the students we were 
supposed to quieten and sometimes there was discord among us, but when it came 
to doing our duties, each one of us poured all our sincerity and dedication into it. 

Each event came with anticipation followed by the thrill of its success (especially 
Teacher's Day!). A year full of activities and events seemed to pass by with the blink 
of an eye. Taking decisions and giving speeches became a part of life. Announcing 
“Our school motto is:” and then repeating “To Love Through Truth”, which has now 
become a way of life, in unison along with the rest of the school in the assemblies will 
remain as precious memories throughout my life. In retrospect, I realize that 
moments of intense pressure, panic and tears have only made me stronger and 
increased my love for this place I call my home. Whatever little that I am today is all 
because of my parents and Mater Dei. I am fortunate enough to have such wonderful 
sisters and teachers, role model seniors (especially past Head Girls, from whom I 
took inspiration), supportive juniors and incredible friends to whom I will stay 
forever grateful, to say the least. To truly express how thankful I am to receive all 
these opportunities and the constant motivation which drives me to strive to be “the 
best among the rest”, I will have to write volumes and volumes and even then, I'll 
never be able to thank enough. Wherever I may go in my journey, I will always remain 
indebted to my wonderful alma mater which indeed is “the best among the rest.” 

Madhura Chattopadhyay (Head Girl)
XII-B
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Speak
It has been a long journey from standing among all the 

students and responding to my House motto- 'Service' 

to calling out 'Ashoka' myself and hearing all the others 

respond 'Service.' The golden word 'Captain' on the 

badge that I hold makes me proud, instills in me the 

want to do all that I can and boosts my desire to keep 

trying hard to do all that I could not earlier, for my house 

and my fellow housemates. The amount of joy and love 

that I get from being among all of them is incomparable. 

This happiness makes me proudly say that 'I vouch for 

blue'. For me, blue and Ashoka are not just a colour 

and a king's name, it is an emotion that has taught me 

to diligently strive for victories and gracefully accept 

defeats. It has taught me that leadership is not having 

your head in the clouds, but bending down for others in 

service.  All in all, not only as a captain but in these ten 

years being an Ashokan, I have grown as an individual 

under the banner of love and truth.

Steffy Emmanuel (Ashoka House Captain)
XII-C

Captains

On 15th April 2019, I was elected as the Gandhi House 
Captain (Oh! That day still gives me goose bumps) and 
from that point I knew that a hopeful, outstanding and 
unpredictable journey awaited me. The aspiration of 
leading all my 'Green jersey valiant girls', inspired by the 
motto of 'Honour in work', was surely a treat. 
Our journey proved to be an ascent from the fourth 
position in Table Tennis to the first position in Anuradha 
Bhardwaj competition. This eventful chapter of my life 
would have been incomplete without the tireless support of 
my Vice Captain, House teachers and Assistant Captains. 
This particular position allowed me to know and interact 
with a different set of students who had an urge to do 
everything it takes for their house, which in turn pushed 
me to never let the fire die. I've this strong confidence that 
we Gandhians with our undying spirit and zeal will take our 
house and the ideals of Mahatma Gandhi to excellence.
As I march out of this institution, I take a deep breath of 
relief as I know that behind me I have an unstoppable 
force that will always keep the motto of “Honour in Work” 
above all. Long live the Gandhians of Mater Dei! 

Deepshikha Upreti (Gandhi House Captain)
XII-A

Serving this institution was a privilege, but being the 
captain of Nehru house was indeed a dream come true! 
Yes, it was indeed an honor to serve Nehru House and 
bear the badge of Excelsior. Every step was an 
opportunity to unlearn and learn. Be it the nerve ending 
strategies, the sudden gush of happiness for our victory, 
hooting our lungs out with teary eyes for our losses or 
chanting 'GO NEHRU' in different pitches and tones; 
every experience became an irreplaceable chapter of my 
life. This journey of leadership and responsibility would 
have been incomplete without the constant support of 
teachers, friends (especially my Vice Captain) and most 
importantly my Nehruites. I had donned this badge with 
an aim of never giving up and was indeed privileged to be 
a reason for change in few of your lives. Thank you for 
trusting me and yourself, for together we made this year 
count. So, cheers to Nehruites for we take pride in leading 
with heads held high and hands held together! Go Nehru!

Riya Ann Jomon (Nehru House Captain)
XII-A

12 years a student and the final year as the Captain, my 
interaction with the Tagorians taught me that leadership 
is about making others better as a result of your 
presence and making sure that the impact lasts in your 
absence. That every choice is a chance, that the only 
formula to success is to strive together and strike 
together. Leading a house where everyone burns too 
bright and lives out loud, we realised that life is too short 
to choose anything that doesn't light a fire inside our 
souls. So we strove for excellence until we were either a 
stitch away from making it or a flight away from reaching 
the stars. And even through our defeats we loved our 
teammates. In order to love who we are as a house, we 
couldn't hate the experiences that shaped our family. WE 
ARE TAGORIANS AND WE STRIKE WITH FIDELITY 
FOR THOSE WHO CAN ONLY DEFEND 
THEMSELVES; WE SPEAK UP WITH LOVE FOR 
THOSE WHO CAN ONLY WHISPER!

Parimugdha Nanchahal (Tagore House Captain)
XII-A
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The Support Staff were felicitated during the Labour Day celebrations which took place on 
th

30  April 2019. The students expressed their gratitude for the relentless efforts of the support 
staff by performing various programmes for them.

LABOUR DAY

17
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DayRecognition

The Recognion Day was held on 24�� July 2019 to felicitate the outstanding performers of the school. 
The theme of the day was “Difficult roads lead to beauful desnaons”. The chief guest was 
Shri  Anurag Tripathi, the Secretary of the Central Board of Secondary Educaon (CBSE). The 
reflecons that he shared with the audience created a strong impetus to dream big and excel in life.
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Toppers Speak

Anjali Maria Antony
Class XII Topper (2018-19) 

Good morning........

Familiar faces are all around. The auditorium abounds with minds that always 

encouraged and wished us the best of the world. It is no wonder why I stand on this 

podium in tremendous excitement.

First and foremost, I would like to thank the school management for giving me this humbling opportunity. Of all 

the speeches I have given in my school, this might be the last, and is yet the most difficult one. I am thrilled, but 

am equally concerned too. I promise to keep it simple, but am mindful of the fact that what I say are solely my 

personal views, perhaps incapable of any generalization or emulation.

Let me start with the question that I have been asked the most in the past couple of months and I quote “How did 

you manage to do well?” By now, I have a fair bit of experience in dealing with examinations, just like my other 

batchmates. I have written two Boards and various other examinations during my 12 years of academics. But 

honestly, I still don't have a perfect recipe to offer. I surely don't have a step-by-step tutorial.

Rumi once famously said and I quote “Don't be satisfied by stories or how things have gone for others, unfold your 

own myth”. Even though Rumi might have used this expression in a very different context, it just seemed apt to 

emphasise my point, which is that what worked for me might not necessarily work for others. There are, of course, 

general principles that invariably facilitate success, but there is no single, time-tested method that assures 

success. After all, success itself is perceived by different people differently. What I can confidently tell you to do is to 

figure out a way that works for you, given your strength, weaknesses and goals, and then follow it religiously.

Nonetheless, I will make a couple of points from my own experience, which I feel will make a difference. One 

does not have to be a 'born genius' to be successful. What one would actually need is a framework, hard work 

and of course, diligence and will power.

We keep hearing this, but I truly believe that at the end of the day consistent hard work will do the trick for you.

Now, if you like, I have certain tips that I learnt throughout my experience. First, be thorough with your NCERT, 

because that is your base and it should be strong. No aeroplane can take off without a launching pad. After you 

have developed a strong grasp on your NCERT then do your extra guides and most importantly previous years' 

papers.

Please solve as many sample papers and previous year papers as you can because this helps with time 

management and gives you a fair idea of repetitive questions. But NCERT is the foundation, the rest is all 

superstructure.

Second, take care of yourself. This is the most practical thing to do. I am sure you will be pumped to give your all 

to your studies. But think about it, of what use all the hard work is, if you are not healthy enough to deliver at the 

end. So eat properly, take good sleep and please don't shut yourself out. Talk to people around you. Rant about 

how CBSE is ruining your life and how nothing written in the book makes any sense. This is in lighter vein, but 

letting the frustration out really helps.

Another important thing is to take breaks. Don't try to do all of it together. After hours of studying, when you feel 

exhausted, blast some music and dance. After days of continuous study, take a day off. Catch up with your 

sleep, watch FRIENDS for the hundredth time or just simply go to a place where you can chill. I know all of this 

might sound very leisurely, but all this can be done if you practise a bit of time management.

See I honestly feel that most of us know what has to be done, but we need to implement our plan. Now to the 

more sentimental, yet most important part. I have spent 12 years in this school, which is two-thirds of my 

lifespan so far. Half of what I am and what I know, I owe it to this place and the people I found here. To all the 

teachers, who by the way are the epitome of patience and strength because we were and would continue to be 
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Khushboo Sadhwani
Class X Topper (2018-19) 

It is said, “Don't tell people your dreams, show them.” A very pleasant morning 

respected Chief Guest, Principal, teachers, Materdeians and their proud parents. A 

few days back , when I was writing the speech, I was reminiscing how last year I 

dreamt of standing at the podium on Recognition Day as the topper, and today I am 

living that dream which is worth all the hard work and determination it took. Like every 

other student I too was anxious about the pre boards, boards, distinction, overall rank 

etc. But what we as students have to do is to climb the first step and not see the whole 

staircase. You have to train your mind to see the best in everything. Following my dreams, 

I never regarded study as a duty but as my passion because nothing worth having comes easily. 

I never spent an outrageous number of hours hitting the books but I understood the learning while keeping my 

mind relaxed. I believe success does not come to one person alone. I would like to thank my parents for  

assisting me, guiding me, and for  encouraging me throughout my academic journey in Xth standard. My 

passion could not have gained interest without my teachers to whom I express my sincere gratitude. It was 

only because of the expertise of my teachers that I never attended tuitions  and neither am I doing so in 11th..I 

have always believed in self study and I know that my teachers impart me with true knowledge and methods.  

All extra- curricular activities and inter school competitions helped me in my intellectual and social growth. 

This,  of course would not have been possible without the blessings of the Almighty. In the end, “It's not about 

what you do but how you do. It's not about doing but walking the extra mile.” 

Thank you.

a bunch of crazy kids; thank you for teaching us not only what is there in the books but also what you have 

personally learnt throughout your lives, thank you for not only building a strong base for our careers but also for 

our future lives.

Thank you to all the dear sisters, for their care, compassion and their prayers. But above all thank you for giving 

me admission in the school at the first place, considering I did not know even one word of Hindi when I first 

came here and I am pretty sure that all the things I had written in my entrance test made absolutely no sense. I 

am sure the answer sheet must have been one of a kind because I clearly remember the smile Sr. Stella, the 

then Headmistress, had after looking at it. To all the aunties, bhaiyyas and sirs for helping and taking care of us 

in ways we might not even be aware. Thank you for all the things you did for us without even us knowing. Just to 

mention an instance, I am eternally thankful to the bhayya who literally lifted me to the car and speeded away to 

the hospital with my Amma, as if he had been handling his child, when I required it badly five years back. To all 

my close friends, thank you for joining me while I do my crazy walks down the stairs, for listening to all my lame 

jokes and for just always sticking around throughout the good and the bad times. I intend and promise to 

traumatise you with even lamer jokes in the future. An extremely special mention to my younger sister Anagha, 

Amma, Achachan and the rest of my family in Kerala for being my constant source of support, love and care 

and for giving me everything I ever needed. And last, but not the least to my batch and my juniors. From the time 

we were debating whether Lodhi garden is haunted and what exactly is up there in the maths lab to this day, all 

of you have been a part of my journey and impacted me in ways I might not even know. So, thank you for being 

the craziest!

As I walk out of this school, I not only take with me all the things this school has taught me and a vision for my 

future, but also a bunch of invaluable memories which I will cherish for the rest of my life. I am sure that these 

words don't even show half of what I feel right now. I would like to end my speech with a heart of endless 

gratitude, satisfaction, respect and above all love.

All the best and thank you!
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Renu Khosla
THE ANNUAL DANCE COMPETITION

rd
The dance competition was held on 23  August 2019. The enthralling performances by 

the competitors of each House were judged by Dr. Sneha Chakradhar, an eminent 

Bharatnatyam dancer and daughter of the famous poet Mr. Ashok Chakradhar; along 

with Ms. Kritika Uppal, an established dancer and alumna of Mater Dei.  

WINNERS
st

1  Position:
Deepshikha Upreti, XII-A (Gandhi House) 

nd
2  Position:
Tisha Jain, XI-C (Tagore House) 

HOUSE POSITIONS

st1  Position: Tagore House
nd

2  Position: Gandhi House
rd3  Position: Ashoka House
th4  Position: Nehru House
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The Independence Day 
celebration at Mater Dei, 

witnessed an audience 
brimming with patriotic 

feelings, celebrating their 
past and looking ahead 

towards the future of the 
nation. Flag hoisting was 

done by the headmistress 
Sr. Siluvai Nesam. It was 

followed by colourful events 
that lit up some momentous 

events of the past for the 
audience.

22
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The contest was held on 4 October 2019 in Helen Hall at 11.00 a.m. This year the oratorical contest was in  
English. The topic of declamaon for the senior category was “Be the Change that you want to see in the 
World” and the topic of humorous poetry for junior category was “The Day Everything went Wrong”. The 
contest was judged by Mrs. Saraswa Subbu, a rered Associate Professor of Vivekananda College, DU and 
the chairperson of SPIC MACAY along with Mrs. F. Laf, an ex-teacher of Mater Dei school.

Kanupriya Sachdeva (12-A) 1�� Posion (Sr.)

Diya Pandey (10-A) 2�� Posion (Sr.)

Alina Khan (7-B) 1�� Posion (Jr.)

Samika Dhawan (6-C) 2�� Posion (Jr.)

WINNERS
GANDHI-1�� Posion

NEHRU-2�� Posion

TAGORE-3�� Posion

ASHOKA- 4�� Posion

HOUSE POSITIONS

ANURADHA BHARDWAJ
(Oratorical Contest)
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SEWA
Social empowerment through work education and action (SEWA) is an endeavour by CBSE to develop students in their 
intellectual, personal, social and emotional growth. Learners engaged in this programme benefit through experiential 
learning and develop as active citizens and caring and compassionate humans.

The students planned, initiated and implemented activities, learnt to work in teams and collaborate while organising nukkad 
natak, assemblies, interactive talks, presentations and exhibitions. Standard IX made handicraft items like paper bags, gift 
tags and organised display and sale of their products. Standard X connected with nature by undertaking a plantation drive 
and setting up a green corner in the school. Besides they prepared a recreational programme and presented it in the 
neighbourhood school. Another group did a survey on healthy eating habits and set up a stall in the school premises of 
summer coolers which included lemonade and aam panna. Standard XI assisted round the year in decoration of the 
various school functions. They made various posters, banners and rangolis. Standard XII took up various issues such as 
utilisation of natural resources like water, stress management, social media and its repercussions and based their projects 
on research and innovative solutions for sensitising the community. They raised awareness on addressing the real world 
problems amongst the society and within school students and became lifelong learners themselves.

   Mrs. Priya Sehgal
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Tahr’ Dy
Teacher's Day celebration commenced with prayer and 

shloka which was accompanied by dance. The teachers 

felt special and enjoyed thoroughly the cultural 

programme that was put up by the students.
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Principal Sr. Stella along with sisters of the community and 
teachers of Mater Dei school put up an excellent show for 
the students on the occasion of Children's day.

The outstanding students who have gone 

upto State / National level in sports or some 

other activities along with a few dedicated 

students of std. XII were awarded on 

Children's Day.
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ECO CLUB
To sensitize the young minds about environmental conservation and to empower them 
to engage in meaningful environmental activities, the eco club has been actively involved 
in conducting multiple inter-class events like poster and collage making, slogan writing, 
group discussions, debate competitions, monthly board preparation and tree plantation 
drive. Moving assemblies with props and performances have also been dedicated for the 
same, time and again.  

Swachhata Pakhwada
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Special AssemblIES
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The “Social Science Week” was a week dedicated to the commemoration of life and deeds of Gandhi. “150 years of 
celebrating the Mahatma” was the core idea behind all the events that were organised during the week. Different 
competitions based on activities like Making/ Designing paper bags out of newspaper, Model making, slogan writing 
quotes of Gandhi, Quiz and PowerPoint presentation on Gandhi were held for classes VI, VII, VIII, IX and X respectively.

MAKING/ DESIGNING PAPER BAGS:
“Bagit-Symbols of Non-Viiolence”

st1   Position: Kinjal Khandewal (VI-B)
 Siya Madaan (VI-B)

nd
2  Position: Waleya (VI-B), 
 Turanya( VI-B), Kriti (VI-C)

WINNERS
SLOGAN WRITING 
QUOTES OF GANDHI:
“Remembering Bapu”

st 1  Position: Terecita Maria (VIII-C)
nd

2  Position: Anoushka Jindal (VIII-B)

MODEL MAKING:
“Cherishing the Charkha”

st
1   Position: Zubiya Zoya Ali  (VII-C)
  Vritika Chawala (VII-C)

nd2  Position: Sia Girotra(VII-B) 
  Shreya Yadav (VII-B)

QUIZ:
“All through the Gandhian Era”
Vaidehi Sukhdev Lodhi, Tamanna Sahoo, 
Srishti , Sheeza Siddiqui (IX-B)

POWERPOINT PRESENTATION: 
‘Gandhi- A Powerful Leader'
Hadia Khan, Neela Nair, 
Diksha Maheshwari, Sansriti Mishra (X-C)
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Reading WEEK
“When you open a book, you open a new world. 

Reading a good book opens a new door of wisdom.”  

Acvies: Preparaon of Timeline on Gandhiji’s life events, 
the framing of slogans on Gandhi, presentaon of plays on 

Gandhi’s movements in India, Book Discussion, Quiz on Gandhi 
and screening of a documentary film on Gandhi.
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Fight the Battle of Peace 
with the Sword of Non-violence!

 “We may never be strong enough to be entirely non-violent in thought, word and deed. But 
we must keep non-violence as our goal and make strong progress towards it.”

 -Mahatma Gandhi

Non-violence is the personal practice of being harmless to self and others. It comes from the belief 
that hurting people, animals, and the environment is unnecessary to achieve an outcome and refers 
to the absence of violence.

Violence has always been present in our world and is still prevalent. Differences in views and opinions 
lead to disagreements which can further lead to violence, and the violence can range from road rage to 
conflicts between the commoners and the police during protests. As quoted by great personalities, 
violence is not the solution to all the problems that exist in a society. A question, therefore, arises: “Why 
do we take the path of violence where differences can be discussed, respected and thus solved?”

According to Mahatma Gandhi, any non-violent conflict aims to convert the mind of the opponent; to win 
over his mind and his heart and persuade him to see through your point of view. Gandhi used the tool of 
non-violence not only to fight colonial rule but social evils such as racial discrimination and 
untouchability. Non-violence was a strong ideal that led the satyagraha, a value that our Bapu tried to 
incorporate in the hearts of the Indians through his motivating words and movements like the non-

cooperation and the civil disobedience movement.

To conclude, non-violence is an idea that leads 
the world and makes it a safer and happier place 
to live.

As has been wisely said,
  “Let there be joy,
Let there be love,

 Let there be peace”

Tanishtha Vishwanathan, VIII-A 
Art by: 
Nila Navi, X - C

Peace within Community 
Where there's harmony, there is peace
Joy on earth does increase.
For peace to grow in our community,
First step is social unity.

  We all know that healthy relaons,
  Are the key to peaceful naons.
  War and conflicts, we must avoid,
  So that the beauty of life may be enjoyed.

We just need to open our hearts,
That's where peace clearly starts.
It's not that difficult to embrace and find,
With a caring and open mind.

Anjelina Biju, VIII-C
Art by: Nandita Rawat, VIII-A
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When War replaces Peace

What war leaves is only an echoing silence 

For their canons have retired;

No valley remains with re streaming,

Wrecking death.

In the lost shadows of death,

By the edge, there are ghosts of men 

With piercing eyes, 

There they are, all of them,

Standing there, still wanting to die. 

All I could do was stop, stare and cry.

Wrest a peace 

From war torn kingdoms and lives 

Nothing remains,

Each one dies,

Oh, shred by greed 

And evilness indeed ?

Mahira Khan, IX-B

What war leaves is a eld bought not by coin 

But by the blood of the brave 

And over ideals of man 

In this world, all we want is

More water, more land. 

What war leaves is widows

Wailing on parched sand,

Blood stained daughters 

And blood stained sons.

What war leaves is wandering orphans

Whose loved ones will never come home. 

Their eyes, no longer innocent

But old and robbed,

Brimming with immense sorrow;

The ruins ring with their sob.

Where sorrow is not measured,
And happily ever after is assured. 
A world where all are pleased, 
Dear soul, may you be eased. 

Where we stand together - hand in hand, 
And happiness is seen on sea and land. 
A smile, more radiant than sunshine, 
Dear soul, are wishes of mine. 

Where hope is not a needle in haystack, 
Where friends don't show their back. 
Where food and peace of mind aren't on demand, 
Dear soul, where you aren't in need of a helping hand.

Where we are looked at for our deed,  
Beauty  and charm aren't paid heed. 
Where dark water doesn't pull us under, 
Dear soul, may we pass into this world of wonder. 

Blessy K. Abraham, XI - B

The Elegy of Egence
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‘Guns are carried by cowards, a 

courageous man has knowledge.'

Gandhi was a firm believer of  

literacy and knew how important 

it was to read and write. He did 

not believe in war with weapons, 

in fact, he vehemently  opposed 

the idea of  violence. He helped 

Indians by studying law and 

became a barrister and supported 

Indians by fighting for them. 

Gandhiji also helped the Indians 

o f  S o u t h  A f r i c a .  H e  l e d 

nationwide campaigns, fighting 

for the rights of  Indians. He 

challenged the British. He truly 

was The Father of  the Nation.

Aayushi Kumar, VIII-C

IMPORTANCE OF 
LITERACY

THE MAN WITH 

I remember the day I asked my mother about the man with 
circular glasses on a ten rupee note. That's when I got to know 
about him. I used to read aloud his stories with a stuttering 
voice. Today I want myself and everyone to contribute in 
making the world a non-violent place to live in. 
Gandhi saw violence as pejorative and also identified 
violence as physical.

Contemporary India has many shocking realities. 
Violence such as rapes, murders, acid attacks, mob lynching etc. are on the rise. This 
wasn't what Gandhiji desired. He wanted a united and a non-violent India. Gandhi's 
philosophy of non-violence is not a weapon of the weak; it is a weapon which can be 
used by all. Blessed is the man who can perceive the law of ahimsa (non-violence) in 
the midst of the raging fire of himsa (violence) around him. We bow in front of such 
a man as Mahatma with a heart full of peace, love and non-violence.

Maryam Mehtab, IX-C

Art by: Akansha Goel, VI - A

CIRCULAR GLASSES!

They told us

We were not strong enough to 

withstand the storm,

That we couldn't stand our ground!

Today we tell them,

We are the storm. 

Nothing could keep us apart

Because this was our world

We were each other's.

We will remain so,

Till death finally gives up on us.

The Whole Universe dances in our eyes

It's like walking into a house and

Suddenly knowing you're home.

Iqrah Khanyari, VIII-C

Courage
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CLIMATE CHANGE: 
A THREAT TO HUMANITY 

Art by: Avika Singh, VI - A

The epitome of non-violence we had,
His teachings as profound and intact 
His ways weren't easy but strong was the impact
The path he made is traced today,
But still somewhere we see the lack,
The rising power, the deceiving courts,
The vulnerable we, 
get freaked where to knock for support,
The lamp he lit is dying today,
The array of truth is now decayed,
His sayings are chiselled and moulded again,
The pillars of violence are rising again,
The light so pleasing is blazing now, 
The three monkeys are heckled now,
The situation is confusing, dicer it gets,
Is this what he thought would be left?
The burning desire is being a pest,
Spreading as an epidemic hard to medicate,
The saga proceeds ceaseless it seems, 
The contradictory babbles are only oddments
Humanity draws its last breath,
This is not the path he laid 

PILFERING 
GANDHIAN VALUES

He enlightened us with heartfulness ,
Truthfulness was his way.
Let's take his way again to be free 
From the demon rising in the society,
Be the change you want to see 
Is what he said without contrary.

Anika Vyas, XI - B

Climate change is one of the biggest nightmares of Mother Nature. Climate change occurs 
when changes in the earth's climate system result in new weather pa�ern that remain in place 
for an extended period of me. But who is responsible for this climate change? It is us, the 
humans. Climate change occurs because of human acvies that disturb the balance of nature 
and affect the environment adversely, although there might be some natural causes for 
climate change such as volcanic erupons, solar radiaons, etc. Man, due to his need and 
greed has done many acvies that not only harm the environment but himself too. 
Generaon and accumulaon of waste is deteriorang the environment day by day. Some 
consequences of climate change are: rise in global temperature, melng ice sheets leading to 
floods, warming up of oceans, unpredictable weather condions and rise in sea level etc. 
What will be our future? If we do not do anything and things connue to go on like they do 
now, then a day will come when humans will become exnct on earth. In order to stop all 
this we must lead a zero carbon footprint life. This means that we need to change our 
lifestyles so that lesser carbon dioxide is produced by us. Reduce, reuse and recycle 
to save our Mother Earth from destrucon.

Avika Singh, VI-A
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Learning to Love Yourself

Mahatma Gandhi always advocated loving others like they are family. But how 
can you love others without loving yourself? What does loving oneself  mean?
 
Loving yourself  means accepting every flaw and imperfection while celebrating 
the goodness within oneself. It doesn't mean that one should stop working on 
improving oneself; for one can always turn out to be better by working towards 
perfection. What it means is that one shouldn't unnecessarily fret over things 
that can't be controlled. Societal diktat often lead to undue pressure on 
individuals to conform to standards set by them. It makes it difficult for one to be 
an individual. 

Everyone within the society is expected to behave in a certain way, look a certain 
way and have pre-assigned roles and jobs. This pressure leads to mental trauma 
which manifests itself  in various ways, none good. 
 
People go to extraordinary lengths to please others, often harming themselves in 
the process. It may be too late to realize when the harm is done. Again, standards, 
rules and regulations are necessary but one should also understand that they 
need to be broad enough to cater to the entire society in an inclusive, fair and just 
manner. The following quote sums up the thoughts perfectly: “Let your 
personality be bright enough to let you shine.”
 

Ananya Sundaram, VII-B 

Virtue as an Asset
Once in school, an educaonal inspector visited Gandhiji's class. The inspector gave them a 
spelling test during which Gandhi got the word 'ke�le' wrong. His teacher asked him to copy 
the correct spelling from his partner before the inspector came in but Gandhiji refused. 
When the inspector checked their spellings, he found that Gandhiji was the only one who 
had got the spelling wrong. ��er the inspector went away, the teacher scolded Gandhiji for 
not obeying him.

From this anecdote, we see that Gandhiji was honest and did not copy his partner's spelling, 
even though he knew that he will be scolded for that. He also did not say anything in his 
defence when the teacher scolded him.

Here we learn about two virtues- honesty and politeness towards elders. These two virtues 
are found very rarely in people. People always lie to save themselves and rudeness is 
becoming truly common.

We even forget what being polite and honest is all about! It's high me we start following 
Gandhiji's footsteps.

Sreya Sumesh, VI-C
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GIVE PEACE A CHANCE
One who lives in peace with oneself lives in peace with everyone. 

Peace, which is one of the most powerful sources of humanity, has 

not yet been achieved in our world. Peace happens when there is no 

war, conflict and hatred. It is not a “mantra” which can be achieved 

by chanting but it is our good thoughts, words and actions which 

achieves it. Countries are trying to control the world through wars. 

We are trying to get peace through war. There lies the problem as 

it is similar to throwing wood in fire instead of water. It has been 

rightly said that an eye for an eye can make the whole world blind.  

Just as hatred will return hatred, peace will return peace and 

goodness. At least a person should give peace a chance to prove that 

it can do great deeds that a war can't. In early times, wise and peaceful men of different 

kingdoms would prevent war by their knowledge and wisdom. Mahatma Gandhi, too, chose 

non-violence to reach his goal. Nelson Mandela, who fought for freedom for Africa, never 

thought of violence.

Thus, peace cannot be achieved through violence but can be won through understanding.

Apurva Singh, IX-C

I AM DIVERSITY 
All are children of that 'Supreme Power'; 
And this makes them bind together, 
Look beautiful and strong forever. 
Like seven different 'pearls'
When united by thread,
Make a beautiful necklace.

A painter makes me feel proud
With his painting that attracts a crowd. 
A painting made out of 
different colours.

Many freedom fighters saved my life. 
Wishing nothing in return but 
Everyone to unite,
Not to divide.
Yes, I am diversity, I am diversity.
Very beautiful and very strong.
 

 Tarushi Jindal , XI-B

I am diversity, well reflected;
In a rainbow made
Of seven different colours united.

A human being himself
Is a great example of me.
Stomach alone is not sufficient,
Neither lungs, nor eyes.
When these different organs
Along with others unite, 
They make a proud me.

India, a big home of mine,
A homeland of many different religions.
Here, happens a visualization of the 
'Supreme Power' in different images.
Some are Muslim,
Some Hindu, some Sikh and some Christian. 
Some follow religion, some don't 
But before this,

Art by: Avika Singh, VI - A
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“Be the change you want to see in the world”
-Mahatma Gandhi

Today, amidst the pervasive atmosphere of tension, violence, differences of opinion, hunger, poverty and 
inflaon globally; there is a search for values which could upgrade the phase of society so that humanity is 
sustained in this world for centuries. The legimate soluon to the problem is Gandhian values which remain 
relevant not only for India but for the enre world.

Satya (truth), Ahimsa (non-violence), Vegetarianism, Mauna (silence and simplicity), Nai Talim (basic 
educaon), Brahmacharya (spiritual and praccal purity), Khadi, Fasng and Faith form the bedrock of 
Gandhi's numerous messages to humanity. He showed everyone the path to communal unity, removal of 
untouchability, upli�ment of women, educaon, sanitaon, preserving the environment and water.

Before compeng with others you should fight your own inner demons, fears and insecuries. Everyone is 
unique in this world and therefore, one should not compare one with another. Bapu was never compulsive 
about faith in God but he always believed that everyone had equal inheritance- you are no less and no more 
than the other. 
The seven dangers to human virtues are:
• Wealth without work
• Pleasure without conscience
• Knowledge without character 
• Business without ethics 
• Science without humanity
• Religion without sacrifice 
• Polics without principle 

The forthcoming generaons should bear good values in order to lead a be�er tomorrow. The youth may 
insncvely be repulsive to such values but elders, teachers and above all parents need to help their children 
to imbibe them at an early age. On celebrang 150 years of the Mahatma we should resolve to follow his 
ideologies if not follow his path.

Mehika Khatri, XI-A

GANDHIAN VALUES 

“Your beliefs become thoughts. Your thoughts 
become words. Your words become acons. Your 

acons become habits. Your habits become 
values. Your values become desny”      

M. K. Gandhi

“An eye for an eye leaves the whole world blind."

Mahatma Gandhi, also known as the renowned father of the naon, was a great role model for all the 
Indians as well as for people from all over the world. His great teachings are sll commemorated to this day. 
Among all the teachings he gave, the teachings on peace are, undoubtedly, the most relevant. Nowadays, it 
is the most indispensable factor in the world. Gandhi believed in the path of non-violence. In a world that is 
currently engaged in violent wars on so many fronts, teachings of Bapu can help a�ain some much-needed 
peace. He believed that if every violent acon is countered with a violent reply it will result in the 
destrucon of the whole world. Therefore, peace has to be woven into the fabric of human society in order 
to highlight the colourful diversity that exists in this world.

 Swaska Purkait,  VIII-A

MAHATMA GANDHI AND 
HIS WORDS ON PEACE
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“The weak can never forgive. Forgiveness is the attribute of the strong."
 
Our history isn't just about what we have done. How we grow, comes from the result 
of what we have done and how we forgive what was done to us. Generally, forgiveness 
involves a decision to let go of resentment and thoughts of revenge. 
 
At times, people become so wrapped up in the wrong done to them that they can't 
enjoy the present. Move away from your role as a victim, and release the control and 
power the offending person and situation has in your life. As you let go of grudges, 
you'll no longer dene your life by how you've been hurt.
 
However, that does not mean you can simply order your brain to release forgiveness in 
your blood. Better minds know that sometimes to really forgive someone, it helps to 
understand them rst. It gives the other person the chance to be heard by too. 
 
Everybody does what they do for a reason. If they feel what they did was wrong, their 
conscience is guaranteed to make them feel remorse, and by forgiving them you make 
them free of their guilt. However, when you are trying to forgive someone, you don't 
need them to feel sorry, or be grateful to your forgiving self. Forgiveness, is not an act 
you commit for someone else. You forgive, because you want to feel happiness which 
can only be done when what you say, what you think, and what you do, are in 
harmony.
 
Forgiveness does not mean forgetting or excusing the harm done to you or making up 
with the person who caused the harm. It just means having the willingness to forgive 
them regardless of them needing it, thus releasing your mind off its anger or sadness.
Forgive others, not because they deserve forgiveness, but because you deserve peace.
 
So is there anyone in your life that you want to forgive? Change your history. Go.

 Raunak Khare, XI-C

Forgiveness

The birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi is celebrated on October 2 as a national event 
across India. This year we are celebrating his 150th birth anniversary. The day is also 
observed across the world as the International Day of Non-violence. Mahatma Gandhi 
contributed tirelessly and selflessly in India's freedom struggle. Mahatma Gandhi's values 
and ideas includes truth and non-violence. Through these values, he helped India in gaining 
freedom from the British. For this reason, he is called the “Father of the Nation ". Mahatma 
Gandhi's profound quote,"The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of 
others ", sums up his significant and selfless contribution for India.

Saikri Gambhir, VIII-A

th150  Anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi 
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I think it's bravery 
I think it's brave that you get up 
In the morning even if your soul is weary
And your bones ache for rest.

I think it is brave that you keep on 
Living even if you don't know
How to anymore…

I think it is brave that you push
Away the waves rolling in everyday
And you decide to ght.

I know there are days when you 
Feel like giving up 
But I think it's brave
That you never do.

Hadia Khan, X-C

Courage

What a wonder I found,
Oh, a beautiful sound!
What a magical view
Of the Rain Dew.
What a wonder I said,
Is the colourful rainbow!
 
It made the clouds rain,
To wash away my pain.
It made the owers bloom
When I was full of gloom.
What a wonder I heard,
The singing of the bird
With which the world woke,
Which no one can choke,
 

Jeslin Maria Joshy, VI-B

Peace, Joy 
and Wonder

The Past, the Present 
and the Future

Our past we can't recapture,
It's over and it's gone.
No way to recover me,
We need to stop being forlorn.

No amount of colouring,
Or painng with brighter hue,
Can change the way things happened,
No way to make it true.

No use fre�ng over,
Regre�ng bygone days.
No need to get entangled,
In memories of purple haze.

Or caught up in unravelling,
(Or hoping we could do)
Things that didn't go the way,
We wanted them to.

The future is uncertain,
No way for us to see.
The things tomorrow's holding
For you...or for me.

Now is what's obtainable,
Just moments here to share.
The future comes so swi�ly,
Unseen but waing there.

Seize the present moment
Grab all we can contain!
Our future is uncertain,
Our past we cannot chain.

Aanvii P. Kalyani, VII-C
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TRUTHFULNESS
Truthfulness is next to honesty. We all 

should always be truthful. We should never 

follow dishonest people and practise evil 

deeds. God loves truthful people and surely 

punishes the wicked ones. The motto of  our 

country's emblem is 'SatyamevJayate' or 

'Truth always wins'. Our school's motto is 

also, 'To love through TRUTH'. It might be 

difficult to be truthful all the time, but it is 

always good to practice it as much as possible 

because it always results in success, victory 

and happiness. A truthful person is always 

respected in the society and is loved by all 

people.

 Yasirah Shaikh, V-C

Art by: Ajuri Kaur, IX - C

Everyone has a common 
emotion named love. Everyone 
loves each other. Just as there 
is love between a brother 
and a sister, there is love 
in everyone in the world. 
We are here to spread 
love. We learn in 
Catechism that 
Jesus loves us. 
When we love 
someone, we 
respect them. Our 
parents, too, scold us 
out of  love. Everyone 
has a space in their hearts 
to love each other. We all 
should love and care for each 
other.

Tejasri Pandey,  III-C

LOVE: A TRUE EMOTION LOVE 
WITHOUT 

LIMITS
Love means to care for 

someone from the 
bottom of  your heart 

and from all your 
soul. Every living 

being, animal, 
plant or human 

being needs love. 
Love provides 

emotional support to 
people and nurtures 

them. It is an 
unconditional affection 

without any limits.

Kiyana Rai, III-B

Love is caring for somebody. It is an emotion that we all yearn for. Right from the day we are 
born, we crave for love. If  there is one thing that we all understand, it is love. The mother-
child relationship is the strongest and purest relationship. We all make friends out of  our love 
for them. A heart without love is like a body without a soul.

Aizah Fama, III-C

LOVE AND CARE

'Unity is Strength' is a common phrase 
which is true to its core. Unity means being 
together. Unity means standing together in 
thick and thin. Man is a social being and it is 
important for it to remain united with its 
fellow beings in order to live a peaceful and 
successful life. Unity is an important element 
in societies, families and in countries. It is 
easier to break a single stick than a whole 
bunch.

Unity gives us the strength to face the music 
without getting physically or mentally weak. 
Trust plays a vital role in believing in others 
and holding each other's hand for a cause.
                      

 Gunjan Shukla, V-B

UNITY
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Amidst the atmosphere of tension, violence, differences of 
opinion, unemployment and global inflaon, our society is 
going through a degraded doldrum which should be revoked 
for the sustenance of mankind. Today when we are hounded 
by digressing forces of darkness and inevitable oblivion, we 
are in a dire need of a messiah like Gandhi , a personage of rare 
courage , character and charisma ,who can overcome violence 
with non-violence, detect the present day snollygosters and 
spread the bonafide message of philocaly. His twin principles 
of “Satya” and “Ahimsa” have le� an indelible imprint in the 
minds of people and posterity. The worshipper of “non-
violence” became an inspiraon for the big-wigs such as 
Obama . Gandhi opposed the draconian laws through 
widespread agitaon called “satyagraha”. His idea of 
industrialisaon was “satanic set-up”. The life of Gandhi 
should serve as a beacon of light to guide humanity to a be�er 
world. He proposed  “an India awakened and free has a 
message of peace and goodwill to give to a growing world”. 

Gandhi's mo�o of satyagraha was the vindicaon of truth not 
by inflicon of suffering on the opponent but on one's self. Similarly, his ideology on vegetarianism , 
truthfulness, self-government ,observing silence, cleanliness etc. hold soluons to almost all the problems 
afflicng the people in modern mes. Aung Saan Suu Kyi , the Burmese leader learnt from Gandhiji , the 
doctrine of peace and reconciliaon and this was the clandesne mantra of her success against brutal and 
hosle regime . We as the coming generaon need to keep the Gandhian ideals alive and acve so as to 
prevent this world from reaching the doomsday . We need to adopt the charisma that Gandhiji had , to make 
this world a be�er place.

Jasleen Bedi, XI-A

-M. K. Gandhi

“BE THE CHANGE YOU WANT 
TO SEE IN THE WORLD”

MAHATMA GANDHI : A GREAT SOUL
Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi is known as Mahatma meaning 
'Great Soul'. Mahatma Gandhi is respected as the Ambassador of 
Peace and Harmony by the entire world. There are institutes for 
studies of Gandhiji's methods. He was born on October 2, 1869 at 
Porbandar in Gujarat. He was a firm believer of non-violence. He 
followed truth and ahimsa at every step of his life. He is one of the 
most unforgettable person in history who used non-violence to 
fight for freedom. The most fundamental principle of his 
philosophy of peace is "AHIMSA" or non-violence. He opposed 
violence, the cause of hatred, death and destruction. Gandhiji's 
fight for freedom and peace gave voice to many landmark 
movements in India and South Africa as well.

The International Gandhi Peace prize, named after Mahatma Gandhi, is awarded annually by the 
Government of India.  

                                                                                                                         Hiba Ahmed, VI-C

Art by: Shreya Ghosh, IX - C

Art by: Ayesha, VI - A
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“A man is but a product of his thoughts. What he thinks he becomes."

This is a well said quote by Mahatma Gandhi, but people tend to interpret it in many different ways. 
According to me, a person can be described by the thoughts he chooses to live with. The thoughts 
can be negative or positive. What your mind believes is what you achieve. The thoughts are like the 
seeds; what you sow is what you get. If you sow positive thoughts, everything around you will turn 
out to be positive and if you sow seeds of negativity, all the things around you will lead to 
destruction and failure. Sometimes how we tend to think becomes our destiny. Let's suppose that 
there is no food at your home and all you have is Rs. 100 and you don't know when you will get food 
and for how many days you will survive. Now, a person with positive thoughts is likely to think that 
as long as he has the money, he will be able to survive, but a person with the seeds of negativity will 
see that he has only Rs. 100 and with that much amount of money he will not be able to survive even 
for a day. Because of this situation he will spend his whole day in tension. The positive person will 
still thank God for the money and will eat what he can with that money. Positive thoughts include 
thoughts of love, honesty, cheerfulness, wisdom, selflessness and trust whereas negative thoughts 
include anger, fear and betrayal. In a world where there is a tendency of more people having 
negative thoughts, it is a challenge to be positive. Try to surround yourself with positive thoughts 
and people. Many people can't do this because they compare themselves with other people. Just 
keep in mind that you don't have to be perfect, having a bad day is ok, small steps also count in 
progress and at last, you just have to be positive and then everything will be alright.

Anoushka Jindal, VIII-B

THE POWER OF POSITIVITY

Gandhi
As radiant as the Sun
Burning, burning like a thousand
Golden urns.
He wasn't the waking
He was the rising.
Bullets did not kill him,
A scrap of metal hardly ever
dented a philosophy.

But, he did die.
No, death was a mere destination
A passing moment

It was hatred.
Hatred had struck
the final blow,
And his lips called for God,
To have mercy
On those blinded 
by mistrust and violence.
For what they were doing,
they didn't know.

Abira Das, IX-C

“Man or myth?”, some ask
For they cease to believe,
That behind those wrinkles
And that fragile mask;
There lived a soul
Too just, too kind,
Like an ocean vast.

Clad in white
Against a dark, hopeless scary night,
His people, his country
Were his greatest strength;
For them, he would travel
Whatever length.
His silence was his war cry,
His surrender, his great fight.
For men are myths
And he, an emotion-
Perhaps his countrymen's dearest.

Without any arrow or bow,
Great dictators did bow.
Knelt, knelt before his brilliance.

Art by: Jasua, IX - A
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Do Not Give Up!

There once lived a man, 
Who got us rid of the salt ban.
He is the one who raised       
His voice for the naon.
 
He is a role model 
For many Indians.
He pracsed what he preached, 
And was the first one to reach, 
The poor and the persecuted.
 
He taught us about peace, 
And protested with ease. 
He united the populaon 
And is the father of our naon. 
 

Maria Terese Sunny, VI-C

The Mahatma
Success is no accident
It is hard work and perseverance,
Learning and sacrifice. 
And most of all, love of what you are doing.

Magic happens when you do not give up, 
Even when you want. 
The Universe falls in love 
With stubborn hearts. 

Perseverance is stubbornness with a purpose; 
It's hard to beat a person who never gives up.

Perseverance with a technique illustrates single-
mindedness
Because thoughts become things

Believe in yourself 
Push your limits 
And conquer your goals
By perseverance everything reaches its target.

Kanza Danish, XI B

Truth
Truth, truth say the truth
There is nothing good in lies 
And I hope you know,
God is watching that with His eyes.

  If you say the truth you will,
  Always succeed and always 
  Get what you need.

We all know that truth is better 
But you shouldn't be a quitter 
Just speak the truth and say a goodbye,
A truly sincere one to every lie.

Manya Vats, VI-C

Art by: Ditya Shriya, VI - B
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Gandhi 
The One who Walked the Talk

Mahatma Gandhi's values have always 

been and will always be relevant. Gandhiji 

always taught us to be honest and 

dedicated. He always supported love, 

peace and harmony. He preached 

generosity, truthfulness and non violence. 

He preached respect and kindness for all. 

We must love the values that he promoted 

and practise them in our lives. 

Garima Ahluwalia, VI – A
Art by: Ditya Shriya, VI - B

MAKE THE WORLD 
A BETTER PLACE

“A coward is incapable of exhibiting love; it is the prerogative of the brave."   
-Mahatma Gandhi

In a world full of killjoys and grinches be someone who is affectionate, good- tempered 
and forbearing. For it is easy to hate people as opposed to loving them. A little 
consideration and a little thought about others would make a big difference. 

Mahatma Gandhi was a person who was loved and respected by many. He believed 
that we ourselves deserve our love and affection as much as anyone in the entire world. 
We should be able to love ourselves in order to be able to love others.

Empathy is one of the most important qualities in a person who wants to love others. It is 
important to understand people before judging them. For example, a person whom you 
think to be bad might have gone through something that has made him or her like that. 

We are one of God's greatest creations. We are unique, beautiful and good in our own 
ways. Pope Francis once said "Take care of His creations. But above all take care of 
people in need.” Love the poor people, the one whom no one wants, the one who is in 
need and also, most importantly, of yourself. Offer people your love, peace and 
friendship. See their inner beauty, hear their needs and feel their feelings. Let's make 
this world a better place than it is; let's be a little more kind, helpful, honest and 
generous. Above all, let us love people a lot more than they deserve to be.

Aasma Gupta, VIII-C
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Dance Competition

Junior School
Activities

Drawing Competition
Handwriting 

Competition
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Clay Modelling

Paper tearing and 
pasting activity

Fancy Dress
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Collage Making

Meditation

Supporting Life
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Rakhi making

Story telling

Show and Tell Activity
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Scholastic Book Fair
The Scholastic Book Fair in school was inaugurated by the Principal, Sr. Stella Joseph. The event witnessed a 
discussion on “Girl Power” for different classes which was followed by “Meet the Author” programme during 
which the author, Ms Anupa Lal, had an interactive session with the students of Standard VII. A PowerPoint 
presentation on “How to make a Book” was shown to students of standard VI. The students were granted the 
opportunity to buy books of their favourite authors.
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Our Community

Office Staff

Support Staff

1�� Row (Le�-Right) : Sr. Stella Joseph ,  Sr. Rosy Rapay, Sr. Elizabeth Kurien , Sr. Siluvai Nesam 

2�� Row (Le�-Right) : Sr. Phulkumari Xalxo,  Sr. Sheeba  Antony,  Sr.  Kripa Lata Minj

1�� Row (Le�-Right) : Sr. Elizabeth K., Sr. Rosy R., Sr. Stella J., Sr. Sheeba A., Mr. I.M. Stanly

2�� Row (Le�-Right) : Ms. Meril J., Mr. Sijo V.,  Mrs. Cementa R.,  Mrs. Jessy M.,  Mr.  Thomas T.,  Mr.  Anuj K.

1�� Row (Le�-Right) : Smt. Bimla T., Smt. Seema L., Sr. Stella J., Sr.Kripa Lata M., Smt. Lilly, Smt. Suresh  

2�� Row (Le�-Right) : Smt.Maglin, Smt. Swapna, Shri. Sant K., Shri. Robin T., Shri. Hari C., Shri Bejander,  Smt.  Anju , Smt. Razal

3�� Row (Le�-Right) : Shri Akhilesh, Shri Shiv K., Shri Anil, Shri Stephen, Shri. Prakash, Shri Subhash, Shri Kishore, Shri Nathan
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Junior Teaching Staff

Senior Teaching Staff

1�� Row (Le�-Right) : Ms. Supreet, Mrs. Janki M., Mrs. Lalit P., Mrs. Sandra  A., Sr. Stella J., Sr. Siluvai N.,  Mrs.  Agnes J.,

  Mrs. Namita ,  Mrs.  Dimple C., Mrs.  Anuja D.,  Mrs. Deep S.

2�� Row (Le�-Right) : Mrs. Jennifer S., Mrs. Anita S., Ms. Meena G., Mrs. Nalini B., Mrs. Kavita F.,  Mrs. Dip A., 

  Mrs. Nidhi G., Mrs. Jennifer, Mrs. Shona S., Ms. Rachita G., Mrs. Pooja

3�� Row (Le�-Right) : Mrs. Rose I., Ms. Renuka K., Mrs. Richa A., Mrs. Keka S., Mrs. Gunjan, Mrs. Drish K., 

  Ms.  Asima M., Mrs. Rebecca,  Mrs.  Rohini Ghosh

1�� Row(Le�-Right) : Mrs. Divya J., Mrs. Manisha S., Ms. Elizabeth B., Ms. Jerry M. J.,Mrs. Anne A., Sr. Stella J., 

  Sr. Phulkumari X., Mrs. Maneisha F., Mrs. Shakuntala B., Mrs. Smita P., Mrs. Jomy J., Ms. Ruby T. 

2�� Row (Le�-Right) :  Ms. Kunika R., Mrs Monica G., Ms. Anjali C., Mrs. Manju J., Mrs. Sunita C., Mrs. Sitanjali A., 

  Mrs. Darly P., Mrs. Soma G., Mrs. Indu V., Mrs. Priya S., Mrs. Anshu B., Mrs. Rekha S., Mrs. Pree B. 

3�� Row (Le�-Right) :  Mr  Joy, Mrs. Chhavi S., Ms. Priyanka S., Ms. Priyanka S., Mrs. Neha G., Mrs. Sana B., Mrs. Rakhi V., 

  Mrs. Neha R., Ms. Surbhi K., Mrs. Disha N., Mrs. Merlin G.,Mr. Christopher
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1�� Row  (Le�-Right)  : Perpetual D., Naira, Bhuvi K., Myra S., Headmistress Sr. Siluvai Nesam, Mrs. Richa Arora (Class Teacher), Sumaiya K., 

   Aadya S., Rianshi U., Manya D.

2�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Hazel E., Anaaya M., Vani P., Rebecca J., Pari G., Anaya L., Jasum G., Eliza D.

3�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Priyanshi G., Adi S., Halima S., Rayna S., Elisha A., Tiyara D., Naila N., Hafsa F., Kavya C., Gisselle G.

4�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Shekinah M., Nayra Y., Sarah S., Ayesha N., Nithya T., Manasvi S., Ananya S., Shanaya P., Insha N.

Absent  : Arpita S.

1�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Agrima J., Priyansi J., Angita M., Hanna J., Mrs. Rohini Ghosh (Class Teacher), Headmistress Sr. Siluvai Nesam, Aaroosh I., 

   Rishika C., Riona J., Divangi R.

2�� Row (Le�-Right) : 2nd Row (Le� to Right): Zayna, Stephenia V., Barira Q., Zainab K., Miraya N., Andrea G., Alina A.

3�� Row (Le�-Right) : Sheeren B., Darshika S., Dakshita M., Abhipsa S., Ansa M., Ayesha, Michelle F., Ameliya M., Saanvi, Angelina B.

4�� Row (Le�-Right) : Nysa N., Almas, Ayona V., Sayed T., Kaira G., Amana S., Diksha M., Irene R., Pranjal L.

Absentees  : Amaya M., Filza S.

Class - KG A

Class - KG-B
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1�� Row  (Le�-Right)  : Annanya B., Mariam K., Lavya S., Anvi C., Headmistress Sr. Siluvai Nesam, Mrs. Rebecca Lawrence (Class Teacher), Nishtha, 

   Angelica D., Gaurvi A., Yuvika B.

2�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Elizabeth S., Pri S., Mehak N., Maira K., Suhani G., Tanuja M., Jeeshika S.

3�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Jessica B., Veronica N., Jaanvi R., Dimple B., Liza, Ayra A., Aradhya N., Vrinda S., Zikra A., Maryam F., Shanaya V.

4�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Row (Le� to Right): Harshali V., Aariana G., Engelina P., Alisha F., Purvi J., Fama A., Fama J., Purvi K., Nitya S., Sara A.

1�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Fama S., Insha K., Abrianna S., Talbiya A., Mrs. Nidhi Gupta (Class Teacher), Headmistress Sr. Siluvai Nesam, Sonakshi P., 

  Samadrita R., Anika V., Apeksha B.
2�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Vasavi S., Ananya A., Riddhima S., Divya, Humaira W., Barirah, Rezel S., Kanika V.
3�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Aiza Y., Khadija, Krisha, Vedanshi K., Mishika M., Arista S., Sharon T., Livishka, Myra, Aaminah A.
4�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Akshita T., Taniya A., Aaradhya S., Anayah K., Maria J., Sumayya T., Kaira T., Guneet, Talbiya

Class - KG-C

Class - KG-D
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1�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Saanvi M., Joanna J., Eashal B. B., Alishba A. K., Wingkhonliu N., Headmistress Sr. Siluvai Nesam, Mrs. Kavita Sam (Class Teacher), 

  Radhika S., Maryam A.,  Sara M., Mubashira H.

2�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Ishani M., Pank S., Jyotsana L., Alia K., Harshika M., Yashvi C., Nichita S., Yashika M., Fama I. S., Habiba , Kavya S.

3�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Sayyed A., Nandini M., Mahroosh A., Livanshi K., Fariha, Rudrika B. T., Leona E. B., Anna M. J., Elkana T., Anna A., 

  Anika S., Livya G.

4�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Anika S., Sohbiya N, Sarah B. V, Fama , Anvita G., Monica G., Arfa S., Aami S., Chahak, Disha M., Grace N., Zainab M.Q. 

1�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Maria S., Alvina, Crispin, Hanfa, Trisha H., Headmistress Sr. Siluvai Nesam, Mrs. Deep Sunil (Class Teacher), Tishika A., 

  Filza T., Kashvi K., Saanvi P., Abiya T.
2�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Mehreen N., Jennifer J., Ann G., Aradhya N., Harshita C., Saira S., Zunairah K., Ayona J., Trisha, Lakshanya, Aaniya D. 
3�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Aarna S., Zarah T., Maira W., Angel H., Rythem T., Vidya M., Aaira K., Sheba B., Anannya, Manyata, Aradhya K., Reet S.
4�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Aanya K., Maheera G., Vaidehi J., Khadija M., Jinta B., Aliza N., Mayra N., Samra P., Umaima Q., Diya D., Nayana N., Maria A.
Absentees : Bhumi M., Harshita , Harshita T., Tejaswani S.

Class-I A

Class-I B
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1�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Myra T., Evangeline P., Ishail S., Mariyam B., Sharin P., Headmistress Sr. Siluvai Nesam, Mrs. Keka Sawhney (Class Teacher), 

   Annamary S., Ridhi S., Anita A. J., Ashmita R., Aarohi J.

2ⁿ� Row  (Le�-Right)  : Deepshika, Rika J., Esther Y. S., Aliza S., Aneeta B., Syed Fareeha Z., Chrisne M., Pragya M., Alisha L., Naysa S., Samiksha B.

3�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Sidra F., Rachel Y.S., Kavya S., Anika K., Sarah R., Myra B., Tanishka S., Marissa B. S., Anet E. T., Catherine A. R., 

   Yashvani G., Michelle H., Meetu C., Sahana D.

4�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Preeksha J., Maitri, Romessa K., Srish K., Aafiya, Aaradhya, Aayat K., Sualiha M., Vani V., Tiya, Mehtvi, Manvi C., SamriddhiJ.

1�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Amulya J., Zubia M., Aadhya S., Angel S., Ilma D., Mrs. Anita Sehgal (Class Teacher), Headmistress Sr. Siluvai Nesam, 

  Amica S., Tashvi N., Aaradhya A., Adi D., Baingel R. 
2ⁿ� Row  (Le�-Right) : Joanne S.,Alin L., Samridhi K., Sejal K., Vaishnavi , Gayatri M., Sthu M., Adi J., Tanya, Chaitanya S., Paakhi S. 
3�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Lizna Q., Arackal J., Jaice S., Yuvika J., Hadiya R., Aahana P., Sarah K., Rida K., Ragini T.,Gunjan R., Pragya S., Hara K., Rehhet K., Arisha A.
4�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Arpita S., Parthvi G., Anashwara P., Agnes A., Vaishnavi S., Irene R., Parneet K., Elina P., Manal A., Maryam , Saachi R., 
  Bhanushree, Adi S.

Class-I C

Class - 5-A
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1�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Safa I., Hazel T.,Tanishka D., Madiha A., Mrs. Janki Menon (Class Teacher), Headmistress Sr. Siluvai Nesam, Hanit A., 

  Devyanshi,Vani R., Aadhya

2ⁿ� Row  (Le�-Right) : Alisha V., Saina K., Aishwarya S., Afrah H., Sarah A., Mehreen , Ayesha K., Yashvi G., Rishika D., Maryam N., Hepsy V.

3�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Navya B., Simar K., Taramani E., Ananya, Hiba S., Nandini S., Diana S., Angelica M., Ishika S., Heibal A., Aishani S.

4�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Krika T., Ashlisha p., Helen S., Josmy J., Anushka S., Alvina Mary V., Samridhi N., Ayesha K., Smri S., Ashwarya R.

Absentees : Aalmeen J., Lavanya R., Gunjan S., Hannah A., Ri J., Zenab M.

1�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Saachi S., Rima M.,Rohini S., Akarshita C., Abigail , Mrs. Rose I. Fernandes (Class Teacher), Headmistress Sr. Siluvai Nesam, Haniya A., 

  Saachi K., Vani , Joanna S., Vamika G. 
2ⁿ� Row  (Le�-Right) : Dhiya T., Angel L., Vanya M., Anika, Mariya B., Kira S., Sonmila C., Zaina A., Sara J., Chahat K., Krika
3�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Hanisha S., Habiba B., Yasirah S., Anshika, Ahana S., Michelle Q., Shivangi C., Susan J., Rabia A., Drish M., Misha B., Manreet K., Rishika L.
4�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Nabiya A., Kri B., Mansha K., G. Kavya , Advika J., Vedanshi S., Janya S., Bhavya B.,Zara S., Soumya B., Dona J.
Absentees : Hiba H., Manasvi B.

Class-5-B

Class - 5-C
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1�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Alina I., Simran B., Akansha G., Akansha R., Subhana K., Principal Sr. Stella Joseph., Mrs. Merlin George (Class Teacher), Alizah A., 

  Kavya S., Shehnaz, Ilma F., Advika P.

2ⁿ� Row  (Le�-Right) : Avlin K., Bhavya S., Akshara R., Avika S., Krystal J., Jennifer J., Mehreen A., Nupur R., Anjelica J., Alishba N., Hepzibah M. 

3�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Alina L., Janhnvi S., Iqra A., Aadya M., Krika S., Bushra A., Ayesha F., Mokshaa P., Tashvi C., Emira H., Aditri C., Shivee, Garima A.

4�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Karol N., Nicole B., Syeda B., Shafia N., Niang N., Mahima S., Manasvi S., Priyal S., Ananya N., Madiha M., Siddhi T., Jasmine K.,  Aamina S. 

Absentees :  Mehak V., Gungun A.

1�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Mandira K., Aanya G., Yashika A., Binish F., Kinjal K., Principal Sr. Stella Joseph , Ms. Jerry M. John ( Class Teacher),
  Angel M. W., Adriel I., Jasleen K., Aadya K., Stu A. P. 
2ⁿ� Row  (Le�-Right) : Ditya S., Zara R., Madiha A., Waliya , Ashmita , Wonnui S., Simra R., Aahna G., Ayesha K., Zubia I., Alina E. D.
3�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Agnel B., Neha B., Shambhavi D., Aditri P. M., Tanirika C., Blessy B. B., Asa M. S., Juvel E. S., Jeslin M. J., Megha, Chhavi S., Alisha S.,
  Gurbani K. D., Priyani G.
4�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Aaizah A., Raina B., Haaniya P., Ramita D., Sharon W., Siya M., Tanvi S. P., Mariam Z., Adi S., S. Benita E., Mariyam N.,
  Zoya S., Turanya B., Priyanshi N.
Absentees : Niraly S., Shravya K.

Class 6-A

Class  6-B
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1�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Aziine E., Alma M., Pranaya J., Prerna ,Hiba A., Principal Sr. Stella Joseph, Mrs. Neha Ghai (Class Teacher), Sreya S., Asma J., 

  Aleena G., Habiba H., Vidhi G., Manya V.

2ⁿ� Row  (Le�-Right) : Angel M., Samika D., Sampree, Yashmita, Shine D., Agna M. J., Priyanka P., Gursheen K. B., Maryam K., Tanishka , Vaanya J., Sonia

3�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Anusha Q., Kri S , Bhawya S., Shiny S., Divya G., Netra K., Rafia, Alina A., Kanishka L., Janvie K.,Kinisha B., Agrima V., Rayna G.

4�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Aleena S., Saloni, Hitee G., Adiba B., Ishwin K., Siyona S., Iqra K., Macia P., Maria T. S., Bhree S., Sibgha S., Catherine M. J.,    Devika S,    Zoya K.

Absent : Bhargavi Arya

1�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Arooba I., Khushi J., Jhanvi G., B. Pragnya , Sara K., Principal Sr. Stella Joseph, Mrs. Medha Sharma ( Class Teacher), 

  Samriddhi S., Sana G. C., Sarah A ., Nexa M. L., Nanditha S. 
2ⁿ� Row  (Le�-Right) : Mansi S., Ikneer K ., Adhya S., Rose P., Rika R., Mercy , Arisha A., Anushka D., Fama , Manvi V., Prama R.
3�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Carol W., Samiksha S., Raanya C., Angel B., Simra S., Abiga T. V., Saron E., Aishwarya A., Hibba B., Ayesha I., Diya P., 

  Meghna N ., Khushi S.
4�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Harshita G., Nishtha G.,Smera K.,Khushi M., Nancy K., Ilma N., Roseleen K. W., Jahnvi S., Advika S., Sukhmani D., 

  Melbina M., Vaani S., Aafrin A.

Class 6-C

Class  10-A
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1�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Nandini K., Madhavi , Alleena H., Kashish G., Zainab F., Principal Sr. Stella Joseph, Mrs. Manju Jacob (Class Teacher), Hanah A., 

  Memnat S. H., Zaara A. I., Anushka K., Priyanka  V.

2ⁿ� Row  (Le�-Right) : Ridhima V., Anshita T., Kanisha S., Spruha K., Ashna T., Alna M. A., Saanvi D., Riya B., Vyomica N., Krisha M., Natasha L. 

3�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Aanvi S., Navya S., Pakhi S., Aishwarya S. L., Arunima P., Ananya S., Agnes J., Aadya G., Diya S., Zoya Z., Plaksha B., Fioana A. S., Matreyi M.

4�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Falak N., Melissa P., Likla H., Auspicious N. V., Andriya A., Aliza A., Liya J., Nistha A., Anuvanshika S., Rukmanee M., Riya M., Quilin T., Vaidihai N 

Absent :  Neelofar Ali

1�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Noor S., Gaurangi N., Nandini J., Arpitha C. B., Kanika G., Principal Sr. Stella Joseph, Ms. Kunika Rajput (Class Teacher), 

  Semmozhi R., Ayerah A., Saanvvi  S., Priyanka S., Lavanya V., Arunima P. 
2ⁿ� Row  (Le�-Right) : Asiya F., Ramyaa B., Sansri M., Sarisha G., Prishaa B., Drish A., Jaya R., Manavi A., Vani V., Vedell D., Nidhia T.
3�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Deeshika, Anisha T., Rufia N., Priyanshi D., Vrinda B., Diva S., Pragalbha S., Aira Z., Diksha M., Shahla A., Angel M., Dona S., Gauri D.
4�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Mehak A. H., Varushka C., Chaahat P., Tanushri B., Armish A., Hadia K., Shreyasi, Aarushi D., Riya S., Alina B. J., Nila N., 

  Sania J., Urjita J.

Class 10-B

Class  10-C
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1�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Esha M., Angel M. R., Nistula S., A. S. Vaishnavi , Principal Sr. Stella Joseph, Mrs. Soma Guru (Class Teacher), Anjali S., 

  Kanupriya S., Deepshika U., Riya A. J., Aleena A.

2ⁿ� Row  (Le�-Right) : Pakhi J., Adrija K., Paarijat D., Diksha S., Parimugdha N., Ishanya S., Sunan K., Angel G., Azka R.

3�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Ree K., Akshita G., Vaanya S., Zoya N. R., Ajiya S., Ilsa K., Adi A., Tushita A., Hania M., Parneet K. A. 

4�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Apoorva A., Angel R. V., Arshi A., Aafiyah A., Mary S. T., Nandini R., Jannet M. J., Carmelin K. A., Ruppin K., Athira B., Juwaria A.

Absentees : Moksha M. D., Peehu C., Sana C. F., Sneha M., Srish S., Tavishi C., Vashi L.

1�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Taima T., Ananya P.,Tavisha S., Areeba K., Nityaa S., Divine B., Principal Sr. Stella Joseph, Mrs. Manisha Sharma (Class Teacher),  

  Supriya B., Samana B. M., Shru S.,Catherine B., Parika S., Aastha G. 
2ⁿ� Row  (Le�-Right) : Kaavya A., Sraavya A.,M. M. Vaishnavi, Richa S., Dilmeet P., Priyanka S.,  Bhavna P., Dauha F., Madhura C.,  Rhea K., Sarwat F.
3�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Vrinda A., Deveshi S., Annemarie J., Nabeera T., Alena M. T., Aleema Y., Mahenoor, Yashika C., Sarah F. I., Ishita S., Pankhuri T., 

  Jahanvi J., Drisya P., Juhi R. S. 
4�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Nehel K., Yuk S., Muskan S., Mahima D., Simmer N., Anusha G., Michelle S., Rajasvi S., Asmita S., Jessia G., Alina K., 

  Shambhavi G., Tiksha S., Sumaiya T.
Absentees : Aka K., Chanpreet C.

Class 12-A

Class  12-B
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1�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Akshita G., Arisha M., Jahnvi A., Steffy E., Principal Sr. Stella Joseph, Mrs. Rakhi Varghese (Class Teacher), Harbani K. A., Heera A., 

  Anagha S., Amy A.

2ⁿ� Row  (Le�-Right) : Ifra M., Nandini B., Hafsa H., Asees K., Vani J., Lakshmi S., Amala T. V., Jiji M.

3�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Jyothika R.N., Priyal G., V. Shriprada, Palak B., Angel R. S., Chelsah J., Mariya E. J., Sakshi A., Bhavika G. 

4�� Row  (Le�-Right) : Jairajshree, Harshita K., Vanshika B., Yukta P., Sneha M., Aleena R., Parvathy P., Ishita K., Ishta C., Mallika S

Absentees : Mourya K. Sakshi S.

Class 12-C

Art by: Biya B. Lisset, VIII - C
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Indian Music Choir

Western Music Choir
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Social media is a platform which we all enjoy using for reasons that are genuinely 
human, such as sharing of ideas, for entertainment, connecting to people who are miles 
away from us and of course for spreading information. One scroll on our social media 
accounts takes us through a roller coaster ride making us feel envious, happy, sad, hopeless, 
and angry at the same time. Children these days use varied media accounts like Instagram, 
Facebook, Snapchat, Twitter and  a lot more, some which we are not even aware about.

One very important aspect of social media is that it enhances one's self-esteem by providing us with positive 
feedback and “likes” which makes us feel good and confident. However, we always fail to see the dark side 
which is that it channelizes our focus, energy and time in a wrong way without us even realizing it. 
Researchers have found that two in every three youngsters always have the peer pressure to look and feel 
good in a social media account.

Today, parents and youngsters are equally active on various social media platforms. Several  hours are spent 
as part of the screen time, lessening the mutual interaction within the family. This concern has more likely 
turned to be an ADDICTION now. One's individual and family status along with one's own self-image and 
self-esteem is controlled by the number of followers we have on our accounts.

Parents should try to navigate the social life together with their children rather than act as an advisor. Having 
conversations with kids about various issues happening in and around the world will help them build a good 
parent-child relationship. Keeping an open eye on the content of what your child is watching and surfing 
would not mean that you are invading their privacy rather you will be able to identify if your child is going 
through the negativity around social media such as cyber bullying, verbal and emotional harassments etc.

Increasing the quality time without much usage of technology, interacting with each other face-to-face, 
modeling healthy conversations will build in a good self-esteem and better interpersonal relationship.

Ms. Ruby Thomas
Counsellor

THE SHADOW OF SOCIAL MEDIA: 
EFFECTS OF SOCIAL MEDIA ON SELF-ESTEEM

Do dare to love one another, no matter how deep your scars,
Do dare to look straight into the eyes, no matter how empty they are,
Do dare to peep into the other's heart, no matter what it has for you
Do dare to hope for a bright tomorrow, no matter how dark the past.

There is love within each of us,
An unfathomable love which isn't a lie.
There is an alluring joy hidden in us
Which if unshared would shrivel and die.

Do  dare to embrace peace
 And make sure you embrace it tight;
For violence leads to violence
And it swallows all ere its flight.

What happiness is there to live out here
If we nurse hatred deep inside?
Under which light will the coming generation walk
If we ourselves blow out what's bright?

Taste and see the joy in forgiveness,
the joy in love and the joy in truthfulness.
If you dare, you would, with your own eyes see
The world changing for the better, changing for thee.

Ms. Elizabeth Benny 
Senior School Teacher

Forgive and Love Again!
Let those lips fumble,

While you narrate your tale.

Let go of all cares,

While you announce how you fail.

Let your heart keep going,

Saying all it had to pour out.

Let your emotions flow unceasing,

Keep them carefree, honest, loud.

Let people judge your story,

While you speak what's on your mind.

Don't be scared to share insecurities,

While you connect to souls of your kind.

Ms. Kunika Rajput

Senior School Teacher
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Spanish
Section
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Spanish Fest
th

Spanish fest was organised by the Spanish students of class VIII on 8  November, 

2019. The students showcased diversity of Spanish speaking countries through 

dance, music, food and game stalls.
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Esta es mi 
cabeza
Esta es mi cabeza
como una pelota.
Tengo dos orejas
nariz y una boca.
Con estos dos ojos,
yo puedo mirar
las cosas bonitas
de este lugar.

This is my head
This is my head, 
like a ball. 
I have two ears,
a nose and a mouth. 
With these two eyes, 
I can look 
at the beautiful things
of this place.

Ishwin Kaur , VI-C 

• ¡Hola! – Hello 
• (O-la) 
 

• ¡Buenos días! – Good morning!
• (BWAY-nos DEE-as) 
 

• ¡Buenas tardes! – Good evening!
• (BWAY-nas TAR-des) 
 

• ¡Bienvenido! – Welcome!
• (Bee-en-ven-EE-doh) 

• ¿Cómo estás? – How are you?
• (KOH-moh eh-STAHS) 
 

• ¿Cómo te va? – How's it going?
• (KOH-moh te BAH) 
•  ¿Cómo te ha ido? – How've you been?
• (KOH-moh te ha EE-doh) 
 

• Estoy bien ¡Gracias! – I'm fine, thanks
• (eh-STOY bee-en GRA-thee-as/GRA-see-as) 
 

• ¿Y tú? – And you?
• (ee too) 
 

• Bien/ Así así. – Good/ So-so
• (bee-en / a-SEE a-SEE) 
 

• ¿Qué tal? – How are you?
• (kay tal) 

• ¿Qué pasa? – What's happening?
• (kay PA-sa) 
 

• ¿Qué haces? – What are you doing?
• (kay AH-says) 
 

• ¡Gracias! – Thank you!
• (GRA-thee-as/GRA-see-as) 
•  Por favor – Please
• (por FAH-vor)  
 

• ¡De nada! – You're welcome!
• (de NA-da) 
 

• ¡Perdone! / ¡Oiga! – Excuse me (to ask for 
something)!

• (per-DON-ay/ OY-ga) 
 

• ¡Perdone! / Disculpe! – Excuse me (to get 
past)!

• (per-DON-ay/ dis-KUL-pay) 
 

• ¡Disculpe! – Sorry!
• (if you didn't hear something) (dis-KUL-

pay) 
 

• ¡Lo siento! – Sorry! (for a mistake)
(lo see-EN-to) 

Let's learn Spanish 

Vamos a aprender Espanol ֮
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Las bromas 
• La maestra pregunta: Jaimito, dime una palabra que empiece por «d».

Y Jaimito responde: Ayer.
La maestra le dice: Ayer empieza por «a» y no por «d».
Y Jaimito dice: Es que ayer era domingo.

• (Letters changed in the translation to retain the humour.)

• The teacher: Jaimito, tell me a word that starts with “s”.

 Jaimito: Yesterday.
The teacher: Yesterday starts with “y,” not with “s.”
Jaimito: But yesterday was Sunday.

• Entra un nuevo maestro al salón y se presenta: Buenos días, mi apellido 
es Largo.
Dice Jaimito: No importa, tenemos tiempo.

• A new teacher comes into class and introduces himself.

 Teacher: Good morning, my last name is Long.
Jaimito: It doesn't matter. We've got time.

TRADICION DEL AÑO NUEVO DE ESPANA 

(New Year tradition of Spain)
¡Una, dos, tres, cuatro, cinco, seis, 
siete, ocho, nueve, diez, once 
y……. doce uvas!
New Year's Eve in Spain is known 
as Noche Vieja (Old Night). It is a 
custom to stay at home till midnight 
and at midnight people eat “doce 
uvas” (twelve grapes), one at each 
stroke of the clock. This is 
supposed to bring good luck, 
prosperity, and happiness in “el 
Año Nuevo” (the New Year). In 
main cities people congregate in 
the plaza central (main square). In 
Madrid people gather in the Puerta 
del Sol and eat the grapes.  

Alina Amir Khan, VII-B
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Book Review

Reading	Gandhi
Gandhi,	the	Father	of	the	Nation,	is	the	tallest	among	the	leaders	of	the	world	of	the	20th	century.	Even	

today,	Gandhi	continues	to	attract	the	attention	of	the	scholars,	social	activists,	media,	policy	makers	

not	only	in	India,	but	world	over.	His	thoughts	are	everlasting,	time-tested	and	have	been	written	for	

common	man.

The	 book,	 written	 by	 Anil	 Dutta	 Mishra,	 very	 aptly	 covers	 a	 wide	 range	 of	 ideas	 and	 concepts	

propagated	by	Gandhi.	The	book	has	eighteen	chapters,	ive	Appendices	and	a	very	rich	and	detailed	

bibliography.	The	whole	idea	of	the	book	is	to	spread	the	Gandhian	values	and	ideals	among	the	young	

and	thinking	minds.

The	book	covers	key	concepts	of	Gandhi	like	Satyagraha,	the	philosophy	of	

Sarvodaya,	 trusteeship,	 Swaraj,	 Swadeshi,	 Non-violence	 nationalism,	

communal	 unity,	 untouchability,	 environment,	 constructive	 programme.	

Apart	from	this,	Hind	Swaraj,	has	been	very	well	analysed.	The	author	has	

discussed	Gandhi's	views	on	women	and	their	role	in	freedom	struggle.

The	author	has	very	well	analysed	his	relevance,	and	concludes	that	Gandhi	

is	more	 important	and	relevant	 today	 than	he	was	during	his	 time.	The	

chapters	are	very	well	presented	in	simple	and	lucid	manner.	The	book	is	

reader	friendly,	and	easy	to	understand.	The	book	is	written	in	vivid	and	

accessible	manner.	This	book	will	deinitely	bring	the	Mahatma's	writings	

alive	for	the	students,	researchers	and	lay	readers.

Sansri Mishra, X-C

Mahatma	Gandhi
'I	have	nothing	new	to	teach	the	world.	Truth	and	non-violence	are	as	old	as	hills.'	
	
Mahatma	Gandhi	is	a	book	written	by	Romain	Rolland.	The	book	tells	us	that	

Gandhi	was	viewed	as	a	God	in	earlier	times	but	his	sincerity,	humanity	and	self-

awareness	of	his	own	evils	prevented	him	from	playing	the	role.	Gandhi	believed	

in	having	faith.	

He	 believed	 that	 absolute	 evil	 was	 better	 than	 emasculated	 goodness;	 that	

moaning	paciism	is	the	death-knell	of	peace;	it	is	cowardice	and	lack	of	faith.	

"My	life	is	my	message",	that	is	what	Gandhi	said	and	followed.	He	did	not	want	his	ways	to	become	a	

philosophy	or	 a	 religion	but	 that	 is	what	 it	 became	at	 the	 end.	 In	 the	book,	Rolland	 continuously	

compares	Gandhi	to	the	apostle	and	even	mentions,	that	Gandhi	is	prepared	for	triumph	of	his	cause	

within	the	time	but	he	is	equally	prepared	for	it	to	draw	out.	He	does	not	force	time	and	if	time	makes	

haste	slowly,	he	regulates	his	gait	by	its	march.	

Gandhi	believed	that	the	law	of	complete	love	is	the	law	of	his	being.	But	he	is	not	preaching	this	inal	

law	through	political	measures.	He	knew	that	any	such	attempt	would	be	foredoomed	to	failure.	He	did	

not	want	to	be	a	visionary.	He	claimed	to	be	a	practical	idealist.	Gandhi	was	aware	of	his	mistakes	and	

actively	tried	being	better.	In	a	time	when	exasperation	was	high	and	radicalism	was	on	its	peak	Gandhi	

came	with	a	rain	of	calm,	peace	and	unlimited	grit	of	patience.	It	is	with	the	seeds	of	unity	and	method	

which	he	sew	among	us	that	we	achieved	freedom	with	a	single	man	mobilizing	the	start	for	change.

Paarijat Dey, XII -A
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The	Story	Of	My	Experiments	With	Truth

Known	not	for	its	own	magniicence,	but	for	that	of	its	author,	The	Story	Of	My	

Experiments	With	Truth	 portrays	 the	 lesser	known,	human	 side	of	Mahatma	

Gandhi.	 It	makes	you	realize,	no	matter	how	widely	known	or	appreciated	a	

person	may	be,	at	the	end	of	the	day	we're	all	mere	humans,	and	not	one	of	us,	is	

devoid	of	laws.
While	taking	the	reader	on	a	rollercoaster	ride	of	the	life	and	lessons	learnt	by	

Gandhi;	to	a	searching	eye,	it	doesn't	fail	to	show	his	faults.	
The	book	teaches	us	a	lot.	To	be	humble,	kind	and	most	importantly,	peaceful.	It	makes	one	realize	the	

essence,	origin	and	importance	of	the	Mahatma's	teachings	but	also	shows	how	all	of	us	have	a	purpose	

to	serve	on	this	Earth.	It	may	seem	unimaginable	now,	but	each	one	of	us	is	destined	for	something	

greater	than	our	existence.
As	a	ifteen	year	old,	Gandhi	could	never	have	imagined	the	revolutions	he	would	bring	forth,	and	that	

gives	me	hope	to	think	that	maybe,	despite	my	faults,	I	too	can	one	day	bring	forth	revolutions	that	are	

capable	of	changing	the	world	for	the	better.
Sneha Alexander,  XI-A

WHAT	JESUS	MEANS	TO	ME
The	book	What	Jesus	Means	To	Me	was	written	by	M.K.	Gandhi	and	gives	an	

insight	into	what	he	thought	about	Christianity.	Gandhi	felt	that	Jesus	was	one	

of	the	greatest	teachers.	It	didn't	matter	to	Gandhi	whether	Jesus	was	real	or	

not.	 He	 tells	 us	 that	 Jesus'	 sermon	 on	 the	 mount	 which	 includes	 the	

beatitudes,	the	Lord's	Prayer,	and	the	central	tenets	of	Christian	discipleship	

has	a	unique	place	in	his	heart.	

To	anyone	who	wishes	to	know	what	kind	of	relation	Gandhi	shared	with	

Christianity,	What	Jesus	Means	to	Me	is	the	ideal	book.	It's	his	faith,	passion,	

truth	and	belief	explained."

Ania Jojo, IX-C

Mahatma	Gandhi:	A	Life	From	Beginning	To	End

The	book	Mahatma	Gandhi:	A	Life	From	Beginning	To	End	helps	you	to	dig	deeper	

into	the	life	of	“The	Father	of	our	Nation”-	Mahatma	Gandhi	and	helps	us	to	travel	

back	 to	 the	 time	 of	 Bapu's	 childhood.	 Be	 it	 the	 passion	 for	 truth,	 self-

determination,	self-conidence	or	the	practice	of	ahimsa;	the	book	teaches	it	all.

M.K.	Gandhi	was	the	youngest	child	of	Putlibai	and	Karamchand	Uttamchand	

Gandhi	who	served	different	Indian	princes.		Even	though	his	mother	was	illiterate	she	taught	Gandhi	

the	very	principle	that	later	became	the	base	of	our	independence	movement:	Non-Violence.	

The	book	brings	out	Gandhiji's	persona	and	charisma	which	pulled	people	to	him.	He	empowered	

people	who	 thought	 they	had	no	powerful	weapons	 to	 ight,	 showing	 them	that	by	enlisting	 their	

spiritual	strength	in	a	battle	to	achieve	a	noble	end,	they	were	stronger	than	an	army;	mightier	than	an	

empire.	

The	book,	despite	being	a	full	account	of	Mahatma's	life	with	his	principles	shining	forth,	is	simple	yet	

impactful.	It	looks	upon	Gandhiji's	legacy	that	still	lives	on.	

Mannat Sahani, VIII-C
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KG ANNUAL DAY 2019
st

On 21  December 2019, the tiny tots of KG class put up their Annual Day programme. They 
showcased their talents through the classic fairy tale – 'Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs' in the  
Helen Hall. Children adorned vibrant costumes while staging the play. The dialogue delivery was 
par excellence. The theme chosen was 'A wise head weighs heavier than the crown'  which drew 

appreciation from the parents as the children performed with confidence and ease. The Chief 
Guest of the programme was Mrs. Pratima Goel – an ex-Materdeian, former school counsellor 

and  social worker.
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Foundress’ Day
Foundress' Day is celebrated annually to commemorate the life of the foundress 

of the congregation of the sisters of Franciscan Missionaries of Mary 
-Blessed Mary of the Passion.
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CONNECT
Connect 2019 was held in memory of our foundress, Blessed Mary of the Passion. The 
theme of the programme was “150 years of Mahatma Gandhi” and eight schools 
participated in the competitions organised as part of Connect. 

Promo Fomo
st1  Position- The Indian School
nd2  Position- Mater Dei School

Tableaux
st

1  Position- St. Xavier's Sr. Sec. School
nd

2  Position- Rosary Sr. Sec. School

Rangoli 
st1  Position- St. Michael's Sr. Sec. School
nd2  Position- St. Thomas Sr. Sec. School

Spellathon 
st

1  Position- The Indian School
nd

2  Position- St. Columba's School

WINNERS

The Rolling Trophy was secured by St. Xavier's Sr. Sec. School
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th
A Farewell Assembly took place on 18  January 2020 for the students of  class XII (2019-20). The theme for 
the day was “Nothing can dim the light that shines from within.” Principal Sr. Stella Joseph, Headmistress 
Sr. Nesam, Coordinator Mrs. Anne Albin, a parent and the Head Girl lit the lamp. The students were 
encouraged to pursue their dreams  and face boldly the obstacles that came their way. 

Despedida...
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Mater Dei caught the festive mood of Christmas and celebrated the birth of Jesus Christ. Each 
event was a pleasant call for love, happiness, peace and hope. To add cherry to the cake, the 
retired teachers of the school were present to partake in the celebrations. 

Celebrations
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News Wiz
Abira Das and Tamanna Sahoo from standard IX participated in News Wiz Season 4 

conducted by the India Today Group. They faced competition from 27 schools from all over 

India and neighbouring countries. After getting screened for three preliminary rounds: pen 

and paper test, online test and skype round of quiz and personality assessment test, they 

got selected for the television round. It was hosted by the renowned journalist, anchor and 

author, Mr. Rajdeep Sardesai; and produced by eminent persons Mrs. Anita Kaul Basu and 

Mr. Siddharth Basu. The event provided a wide and enriching exposure to the students.

THE TIMES OF INDIA 
EXPERIENCE

The Times of India organized a workshop training for the readers of its 

Newspaper In Education (TOI-NIE). Students from 31 schools were 

selected after a Zonal Entrance Test, after which they were invited to 

join an educational training camp at the TOI office in KS-Towers, Film 

City, Noida. Senior editors of the prestigious newspaper shared their 

experiences of working with the newspaper and taught us the basic 

skills required to pursue a career in journalism. Editing, reporting and 

interactive interview sessions were conducted over a span of one 

week. Students were also taken for a tour to the TOI Sahibabad press, 

the largest press in Asia. I would like to thank my school for giving me 

this towering opportunity to be a part of such an educational event.

Abira Das, IX-C
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O
nd

SAM meet commenced on 22  December with a warm welcome from our 

Principal Sr. Stella Joseph. A short documentary film of the 1993 batch was 

displayed on the screen which was watched with great interest by the alumnae 

and the audience present there. A fashion show was presented by Mallika Jain in 

which the ex-students of the 1993 batch participated. It was followed by the walking 

of the ramp by Niti Bhutani. She was accompanied by the retired teachers on the 

ramp. Mrs. Adrina, the retiring office staff, was felicitated by OSAM through a small 

memento to appreciate her for the many years of dedicated service towards the 

school. The alumnae were presented with souvenirs. After cutting a special diamond 

shaped cake, the ex-students swayed to the beats of Mater Dei music group with 

Mrs. Sandra Albuquerque. The pleasant Saturday evening came to an end with high 

tea followed by teachers and ex-students posing to capture the happy moments 

together! 

OSAM 2019

NATIONAL UNITY DAY
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Republic Day was celebrated with great fervour amidst loud cheers of the 
audience. The flag was hoisted by ACP- Crime against Women Cell, New Delhi 
district, Mrs Shashi Bala Kaushik. Mrs. Seema Malhotra, the founder of NGO, 

SCOPE Plus was the special guest.

REPUBLIC DAY
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“The best way to nd yourself, is to lose yourself in the service of others”. These 

words of Gandhi t perfectly with my experience as the Games Captain of Mater Dei 

School (2019-2020). The day I achieved this post was the day I truly found myself, my 

inner self. Mater Dei School has become my 'refuge', a place I would truly call my 

'safe place'. This institution has built me into the person I am today and in the 

beginning of my academic year, I received the opportunity to give it all back! And 

since then I have tried my level best to become a true leader, student and friend. The 

post of Games Captain has truly taught me the importance of service to others and 

the meaning of true leadership. As Games Captain, I put all my efforts to be the 

person who the students can rely upon and the teachers can trust. The amount of 

support, love and encouragement that I have received from each and every member 

of the Mater Dei family cannot be described in words. At the beginning of my journey 

as a leader, I said that the teachers are my mind and the students are my heart. And 

now, coming to the end of my term, I would like to say that I hope I was able to match 

up to the expectations you had in me and I hope that I was able to follow both my 

mind and my heart. In the end, I would like to thank you for all the memories and 

happiness that you have given to me. Mater Dei will forever be my home and you will 

always be my family.

Ruppiin  Kaur, XII-A
(Games Captain)

This is 
More to You...
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SPORTS ACHIEVEMENTS 2019-20 
(Junior School)

Mysha (II-B)
Silver Medal - 50m

Sameen Rehan (II-B)
Silver Medal

Aadya Gupta (IV-B) 
Bronze Medal - 100m

Maryam (V-A)
Bronze Medal - 4×100 relay

Vaishnavi Sharma (V-A)
Bronze Medal - 4×100 relay

Alvina M. Varghese (V-B)
Bronze Medal - 4×100 relay

Janya Singh (V-C)
Bronze Medal - 4×100 relay

Zonal Athletic Meet

Sports Day

th59  Delhi State Gymnastics Championship

Diana Sunil (V-B)
Class V Best Athlete

Yajusha Tomar (IV-C) 
Class IV Best Athlete
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SPORTS RECORD

INTER HOUSE

TABLE TENNIS
st

1  Position: Nehru 
Best Player: Diva Sharma (X-C)

nd
2  Position: Tagore 
Best Player: Jhanvi Gupta (X-A)

rd
3  Position: Ashoka
Upcoming Player: Amya Rastogi (VIII-A)

th4  Position: Gandhi

Maryam Kafeel (XI-C) Ashoka House
Asees Kaur (XII-C) Gandhi House

CHESS

Deshna Jain (IX-A) Ashoka House
Spruha Kar (X-B) Gandhi House

rd
3  Position: Nehru 
Best Player: Nandini Rawat (XII-A)

th4  Position: Tagore
Upcoming Player: Aasma Gupta (VIII-C)

BASKETBALL
st

1  Position: Ashoka 
Best Player: Vaamika Kant (XI-B)

nd2  Position: Gandhi 
Best Player: Sukhmani Kaur (XI-C)

ZONAL

TABLE TENNIS
st

Senior Team:  1  Position
rdJunior Team: 3  Position
rdSub- Junior Team: 3  Position

BASKETBALL
rdSenior Team:  3  Position
rdSub- Junior Team: 3  Position

LAWN TENNIS
rd

Junior team 3  Position

BADMINTON
st1  Position: Nehru 

Best Player: Arshia Singhal (XI-C)
nd

2  Position: Ashoka
Best Player: Ishanya Sharma (XII-A)

rd
3  Position: Gandhi
Upcoming Player: Krishna Rout (VIII-A)

th4  Position: Tagore
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ATHLETICS

Name Event Position Category
rdParimughda 400m 3  Senior
stNanchahal (XII-A) 800m 1   
stNandini Rawat (XII-A) Long jump 1  Senior
rd 200m 3
stVaamika Kant (XI-B) 1500m 1  Senior
st 3000m 1  
ndMuskan (XI-C) 1500m 2   Senior
stMuskan (XI-C) (4x100)m 1  Senior 

Sukhmani Kaur Saini (XI-C) Relay
Parimugdha Nanchahal (XII-A) 
Nandini Rawat (XII-A)

ndMuskan (XI-C) (4x400)m 2   Senior 
Parimugdha Nanchahal (XII-A) Relay
Vaamika Kant (XI-B)
Nandini Rawat (XII-A) 

rdSaanvi Singh (X-C) 800m 3   Junior
stNishtha Gupta(X-A) Discuss 1  Junior
rdShifa Amer (VIII-A) (4x100)m  3   Junior

Saanvi Singh (X-C)  Relay
Aruja Sharma (IX-C)
Anoushka Jindal ( VIII-B)

nd Kriti (VIII-A) Shot-put  2   Sub junior
st  Discuss 1

INTER ZONAL

STATE

ATHLETICS
Vaamika Kant (XI-B)
Muskan (XI-C)
Nandini Rawat (XII-A)

Rs.1500 each 

and certificate

Partcipation Only

GYMNASTICS
Nupur Rajput (VI-A)  Simra Rehan ( VI-B)

GYMNASTICS CHAMPIONSHIP
st Simra Rehan (VI-B) : Vault 1
nd    Balancing Beam 2

Participated and Simra 

got selected for Nationals

Overall Championship in Athletics 
(Zonals)

BASKETBALL
nd ndAruja Sharma ( IX-C)  - 2  position | Aasma Gupta ( VIII-C) - 2  position

Parimugdha Nanchahal (XII-A)
Kriti (VIII-A)
Nishtha Gupta (X-A)
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SCHOOL NATIONALS

INFERNO

CBSE NATIONALS

CBSE INTERSCHOOL

GYMNASTICS
ndSimra Rehan (VI-B) - 2  Position (Team Championship)

National Player

KARATE
ISKOI National Karate Championship

stMedini Jaiswal (XI-A) – 1  Position

BENCHPRESS AND DEADLIFT CHAMPIONSHIP (OPEN NATIONALS)

Waliya Ali (VI-B) 

BOXING
rd  

Gargi Tomar (VIII-C) – 3 position

st
1  position in above 10 yrs category

SOFT TENNIS
rdTayyaba Sajada (VIII-C) – 3  Position

National Player

National Player

National Player

ARCHERY
thParimughda Nanchahal (XII-A) – 4  position

Parimughda also participated/attended SGFI Field Nationals   
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Athletes
Throwball Senior

Throwball Junior

Junior Basketball Team

Badminton Team

Table Tennis Team

Senior Basketball Team

Sub-Junior Basketball TeamChess Team
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INTER HOUSE ACTIVITIES
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“Many acvies and team play parcipaon will give you 

a training that will prove invaluable later on in life” 
-Walter Anneberg

Parcipaon in organised sports offers the chance for youth to enhance their physical and 

social skills. Sports offer children a change from the monotony of their daily life. It is also a 

useful means of entertainment and physical acvity for them.

The importance of sports in the life of a young student is invaluable. It is a way of enhancing 

children's mental and physical growth. It helps them in character building and provides 

them energy and strength. When students are physically fit, they will achieve more 

academically. It develops a sense of friendliness among children and develops their team 

spirit. In adherence to all these values of sports, our school celebrated its Sports Day on 

December 6,2019 on the sprawling grounds of Thyagaraj stadium. It was a day filled with 

fervour and exhilaraon amidst thrills and cheers. The event commenced with our very 

own school band leading the disnguished guests. This was followed by the welcoming of 

the Chief Guest, Dr Leena Vyas, District Co-ordinator of District Central/New Delhi.

Dr. Veena Rani Singh, Deputy Director, Educaon Zone 26 also graced the occasion.

A shloka was rendered by the Indian music choir invoking the blessings of the Almighty. 

This was followed by the impressive and well synchronised March Past of the four houses- 

Ashoka, Gandhi, Nehru and Tagore. The sports day was dedicated to the sesquicentennial 

year of the Mahatma, his vision and his desire for peace. Sr.Stella welcomed the guests and 

parents and laid emphasis on the importance of sports and lauded the achievements of 

Mater Dei School in various State and Naonal level games.

This was followed by Athlecs which included various races, jumps and throws. The most 

intriguing aspect of the event was the splendid field drills involving mass parcipaon. It 

was mesmerising to see the creave expressions of the students depicng the ideology of 

Mahatma Gandhi as we celebrate a hundred and fi�y years of his undying spirit. High 

levels of discipline, concentraon and perseverance were exhibited through Taekwondo 

and Yoga by Std. V and VIII respecvely. The vivid drills by students of Std. IV,VII,IX,XI 

embellished the field in a riot of colors . Fun races of Std.III and. VI added to the enjoyment. 

The drills culminated in the Grand Finale followed by prize distribuon. The guests 

appreciated the endeavours of the school and congratulated the sports teachers for 

pung together such a spectacular programme. The event ended with the singing of the 

school song and the Naonal Anthem.
Sukhmani Kaur Saini, XI-C

Sports Day: 150 years of Mahatma Gandhi
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Science, Mathematics, Economics, Business Studies, Cyber and 

English Olympiad were conducted in the school to promote the 

cognitive development of students and to nurture a healthy, 

competitive spirit in them.

OLYMPIAD
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School TRIPSTRIPS
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Visit to Parliament

Visiting the elderly to spread Cheer!

Students of Standard XI-A and XII-A visited the Parliament House

The teachers and students went to visit the homes of many old and impoverished 
people to enliven them with prayer, food and carols. 
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1. 4.01.2019: Workshop for teachers, 'Changing role of teachers' by Oxford University press at Helen Hall 

2. 9.01.2019: 'Inclusion- A Way of education for all' conducted by SCERT, attended by our principal Sr. Stella Joseph at Thyagraj Stadium, Delhi 

3. 12.01.2019: 'Maths Count', One day maths workshop conducted by Holy Child Sr. Secondary School 

4. 12.01.2019: CBSE {Capacity building programme – gender sensitivity}, conducted at Sadhu Vaswani International School for girls, New Delhi, 
attended by Ms. Kunika Rajput

5. 14.01.2019,15.01.2019: CBSE 'Capacity building programme' for political science, conducted at Salwan Public School, Rajendra Nagar, New 
Delhi, attended by Mrs. Soma Guru 

6. 17.01.2019: CBSE 'Capacity building programme', workshop on Gender Sensitivity, conducted at Maharaja Agrasen Model School, Pitampura, 
Delhi, attended by Mrs. Preeti Bhatnagar

7. 18.01.2019: School catechism co-ordinators meeting at Diocesan community centre, conference hall, New Delhi, attended by Mrs. Manju 
Jacob 

8. 21.01.2019, 22.01.2019: CBSE 'Capacity building programme',Mathematics, conducted at CBSE, centre of excellence, Patparganj, Delhi, 
attended by Mrs. Geney Thomas, Ms. Priyanka Singh, Mrs. Disha Narula 

9. 28.01.2019: CBSE 'Capacity building programme', value education, conducted at St. Thomas School, Dwarka, Delhi, attended by – Mrs. Indu 
Vij, Mrs. Sunita Chadha, Ms. Priyanka Sapra, Mrs. Divya Joshi, Ms. Surbhi Kapoor 

10. 30.01.2019, 1.02.2019: 5th National Peace Convention, Delhi at Shojer Conference centre, Gurugram, organised by: National Peace 
movement, attended by our principal Sr. Stella Joseph

11. 11.02.2019: CBSE preparedness for examination – a way ahead- an interactive session for schools, conducted at Helen Hall [live telecast], 
watched by standard 10th and 12th teachers 

12. 19.02.2019: CBSE 'Capacity building programme' on life skills, conducted at CBSE centre of excellence, Patparganj, Delhi, attended by 
Mrs. Sunita Chadha, Ms. Priyanka Sapra, Ms. Surbhi Kapoor and Mrs. Divya Joshi 

13. 19.02.2019, 20.02.2019: CBSE ' Capacity building programme' on Economics, conducted at Delhi Public School, Mathura Road, Delhi, 
attended by Mrs. Rakhi  A. Varghese 

14. 21.02.2019: India International Education Conclave on 'Students at risk-Identification', organized by ICTRC [Institute of Counsellor Training  
Research and Consultancy] at multipurpose hall, India International Centre, New Delhi, attended by our principal Sr. Stella Joseph

15. 12.03.2019: Komorebi, interplay of activities and ideas in physics [workshop for physics],conducted at Birla Vidya Niketan, Pushp Vihar-4, 
New Delhi, attended by Mrs. Medha Sharma 

16. 30.03.2019: Entab Parents Orientation Session for standard- VI,VII, VIII, IX, X and XII at Helen Hall 

17. 13.04.2019: Entab Parents Orientation Session for standard XI at Helen Hall 

18. 27.04.2019: Sultan Chand and Sons [p] Ltd accountancy workshop at India Islamic cultural centre, Lodhi Road, attended by Mrs. Monica 
Gugnani 

19. 2.05.2019: Nine is mine/ pratyek organised workshop on climate change at Yusuf Sadan, attended by Saikriti Gambhir and Saquiba Mahir. 

20. 6.05.2019,8.05.2019, 14.05.2019, 15.05.2019: Self defence classes held by Delhi police, Parivartan cell, led by- Mr. Brijesh, Mrs. Neetu, ASI 
Geeta ;Constable Manish, Suman and Jyoti, attended by standard VII and VIII, conducted at Helen Hall and Assunta Hall 

21. 9.05.2019: 'Making teaching aspirational' by CENTA [Centre for teacher accreditation] at The Constitution Club of India, New Delhi, 
attended by our principal Sr. Stella Joseph

22. 9.05.2019: Talk on awareness on Thalassaemia by Thalassaemics India, conducted at Helen Hall 

23. 15.05.2019, 16.05.2019: CBSE 'Capacity building programme' at New Era Public School, Mayapuri on classroom management, attended by 
Ms. Kunika Rajput 

24. 19.05.2019: Seminar, Delhi Sanskrit Vidushi Sammelan, conducted at Shri Lal Bahadur Shastri Rashtriya Sanskrit Vidyapeeth, attended by 
Mrs. Sunita Chadha 

25. 20.05.2019: Workshop on leadership skills by The Hindustan Times in Multimedia Hall, Keynote speaker-Mr. Lucky Puchhrat, attended by 
junior and senior cabinet members and class prefects, standard VI to XII

26. 25.05.2019: Times Of India NIE Workshop at the Times Of India office in K.S. Towers, Noida, attended by Abira Das. 

27. 2.07.2019: National Education Policy by Father Paul Pudussery 

Seminars and 
Workshops
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28. 11.07.2019: 'Nine is Mine', Pratyek organised a workshop on 'Responsible consumption' as a part of 'Haq ki session 2' at Yusuf Sadan, 
attended by our students Saikriti Gambhir, Saquiba Mahir 

29. 18.07.2019: NDMC conducted a talk on ' Prevention of vector born diseases- Chikungunya and Malaria', conducted at Helen Hall, attended by 
standard IV to VIII 

30. 23.07.2019: CBSE 'Capacity building programme', stress management at CBSE office, Centre of Excellence, Patparganj, New Delhi-02 [1 day 
workshop], attended by Mrs. Disha Narula, Mrs. Sunita Chadha, Mrs. Rekha Sharma, Mrs. Dimple Chopra 

31. 25.07.2019: Stress Management, attended by Mrs. Dimple Chopra 

32. 27.07.2019: Value Education, attended by Mrs. Jennifer Datt, Mrs. Dipti Arora 

33. 30.07.2019: 'Karo Sambhav' cohesive e-waste management workshop at Vishal Bharti School, Rohini, attended by Mrs. Divya Joshi, 
Ms. Supreet 

34. 30.07.2019, 31.07.2019: CBSE 'Capacity building programme' workshop for psychology at Shri Venkateshwara school, Dwarka, New Delhi, 
attended by Mrs. Sana Bakshi 

35. 8.08.2019: Workshop on 'Awareness of law as a career option' in Helen Hall, attended by students of XI-A, XI-C, XII-A, XII-C 

36. 9.08.2019: Delhi minorities commission – Talk at the Delhi Secretariat, attended by our principal Sr. Stella Joseph, Headmistress Sr. Siluvai 
Nesam, Mrs. Anne Albin 

37. 10.08.2019: Hindi Workshop at Don Bosco school, attended by Mrs. Nalini Barwa and Mrs. Dimple Chopra 

38. 10.08.2019: CBSE 'Capacity building programme'- secondary school assessment at Delhi Public School, Mathura Road, attended by 
Ms. Jerry M. John 

39. 16.08.2019: CBSE 'Capacity building programme' on 'Best practices in School Leadership' at CBSE, Centre for excellence, Delhi, attended by 
our principal Sr. Stella Joseph 

40. 17.08.2019: Life Skills, attended by Mrs. Jennifer Datt, Mrs. Dipti Arora, Mrs. Kavita Sam, Mrs. Renuka Kujur, Mrs. Namita, Ms. Supreet Kaur 

41. 27.08.2019: Times NIE Workshop [in class], standard VI - photo frames with assorted waste materials, standard VII- folders with handmade 
sheets, standard VIII – Time Management 

42. 27.08.2019, 28.08.2019: CBSE 'Capacity building programme' for science, at Cambridge school, Srinivaspuri, attended by Mrs. Manisha 
Sharma

43. 28.08.2019: Times NIE Workshop for standard IX on Social Etiquettes

44. 29.08.2019: Principal's and Educator's Conclave at The Park, 15, Parliament Street, New Delhi, attended by Mrs. Anne Albin 

45. 29.08.2019: Live telecast of 'Fit India Movement' launched by prime minister Narendra Modi by Doordarshan, attended by- VI-C, VII-C, IX-A, 
IX-C, IX-B, XI-C, VIII-A, VIII-C at Helen Hall 

46. 7.09.2019: CBSE ' Capacity building programme' - Life skills, at Convent of Jesus and Mary school, New Delhi, attended by Mrs. Shakuntala 
Butola, Mrs. Darly Prince, Mrs. Manju Jacob, Mrs. Preeti Bhatnagar, Mrs. Jomy Jerome 

47. 7.09.2019: Britannica Seminar on 'story as pedagogy' held at Helen Hall by Ms. Simi Srivastava, attended by Mrs. Sunita Chadha, Ms. Anjali 
Chanana, Ms. Elizabeth Benny 

48. 7.09.2019: The Art of storytelling by Kathashala 

49. 7.09.2019: Delhi Minorities commission – one day training programme at Delhi Minorities Commission, Vikas Sadan, New Delhi, attended by 
Mrs. Jomy Jerome, Ms. Meril  A. James, Mr. A. Thomas 

50. 7.09.2019: 'Reading Conclave 2019', attended by Mrs. Agnes John, Mrs. Kavita Sam

51. 11.09.2019: Barefoot Basic Counselling Skills 2019, attended by Ms.Supreet Kaur

52. 13.09.2019: CBSE 'Capacity building programme' – STEM [ Science, Technology, Engineering, Maths] at ASN Sr. Sec. school, Mayur Vihar, 
Phase-1, Delhi, attended by Ms. Kunika Rajput 

53. 14.09.2019: CBSE 'Capacity building programme', secondary school assessment at St. Columba's school, attended by Mrs. Shakuntala 
Butola and Mrs. Manju Jacob 

th54. 16.09.2019: CBSE 150  Birth Anniversary celebrations of Mahatma Gandhi at Slukeha Sadan Conference Hall, chaired by Ms. Anita, assisted 
by Dr. Joseph Emmanuel and attended by Mrs. Priya Sehgal 

55. 17.09.2019: CBSE Khelo Fitness Assessment Training at Ashok Memorial Public school, Faridabad, attended by Mrs. Sitanjali Ahuja 

56. 21.09.2019: CBSE 'Capacity building programme'- stress management, at Arwachin International school, Dilshad Garden, attended by 
Mrs. Sitanjali Ahuja, Mrs. Jomy Jerome 

57. 21.09.2019: Stress management- Mrs. Anita, Mrs. Pathak, Mrs. Janki Menon, Mrs. Agnes John, Mrs. Nalini Barwa, Mrs. Pooja, Mrs. Ketika 
Sawhney, Mrs. Richa Arora, Mrs. Rebecca Lawrence, Ms. Asima, Mrs. Deepti Sunil, Mrs. Drishti Kaushik, Mrs. Jennifer Sophia and 
Mrs. Gunjan 

58. 27.09.2019 - 30.09.2019: Heartfulness Meditation workshop at Helen Hall, attended by standard XI-A,B,C 
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59. 27.09.2019: CBSE 'Capacity building programme'- life skills at New Era Public school, Dwarka, New Delhi, attended by Mrs. Maneisha 
Fernandez, Mrs. Merlin George and Mrs. Rose I. Fernandes

60. 30.09.2019: Pratham Workshop – career competency for standard XII students and parents at Helen Hall 

61. 30.09.2019: Campaign for dengue control programme at Thyagraj stadium, Chief Guest- Arvind Kejriwal, Chief Minister, Delhi, attended by 
Mrs. Anshu Bhatnagar 

62. 3.10.2019: Heartfulness meditation- XI-B 

63. 3.10.2019: STEM workshop at Don Bosco school, attended by Mrs. Jomy Jerome, Ms. Neha Ghai, Ms. Surbhi Kapoor, Ms. Kunika Rajput 

64. 12.10.2019: CBSE Capacity building programme, stress management RHM Public school, Kankrola, Gurugram, attended by 
Mrs. Manisha Sharma 

65. 22.10.2019: CBSE Capacity building programme at Maharaja Agrasen Model school, Pitampura, attended by Mrs. Divya Joshi and 
Mrs. Priyanka Sapra 

66. 25.10.2019: Educational rights of minorities[ national seminar cum workshop] at Indian Social Institute, New Delhi, attended by 
Sr. Phulkumari Xalxo 

67. 1.11.2019, 8.11.2019, 25.11.2019: Self awareness and motivation session by the school 

68. 5.11.2019 - 6.11.2019: CBP on improving academic supervision by ETMA at Salwan public school, Rajendra Nagar, attended by 
Mrs. Anne Albin 

69. 5.11.2019: Learning disability by Ms. Ruby Thomas 

70. 11.11.2019: Edu Summit 2019 Teachers conclave, attended by Sr. Siluvai Nesam, Mrs. Agnes John 

71. 15.11.2019: Session by counsellor Ms. Ruby Thomas at Helen Hall on muscle relaxation and awareness of self for staff members

72. 20.11.2019: CBSE 'Capacity building programme' on joyful teaching and learning of mathematics at CBSE, Centre of excellence, 
Patparganj, Delhi, attended by Mrs. Jomy Jerome 

73. 20.11.2019: Economics workshop organised by Eco mission Olympiad in Helen Hall, attended by standard XI and XII students 

74. 21.11.2019: Session by counsellor Ms. Ruby Thomas on 'Difficulties forced while studying' [in class] for XI-B 

75. 22.11.2019: Workshop for 'Haq Ki Shor' at Yusuf Sadan, attended by our students Saikriti Gambhir and Saquiba Mahir 

76. 27.11.2019: Sensitisation training programme, attended by our principal Sr. Stella and Ms. Ruby Thomas 

77. 3.12.2019 - 4.12.2019: Inclusion and inclusive strategies workshop, attended by Ms. Rachita Gupta 

78. 12.12.2019 - 13.12.2019: CBSE 'Capacity building programme'- chemistry at DAV Public school, Ashok Vihar, attended by 
Mrs. Manisha Sharma 

79. 14.12.2019: Oxford Teach, attended by Mrs. Nidhi Gupta, Mrs. Rohini Ghosh 

80. 29.12.2019: Education Conclave IIT Delhi, attended by Ms. Surbhi Kapoor, Ms. Kunika Rajput, two students- Diya Pandey, Saanvi Singh 

81. 6.01.2020: CBSE Nodal examination Training cum orientation at St. Thomas Girls Sr. Sec. school, Mandir Marg, attended by 
Mrs. Anne Albin 

82. 7.01.2020-14.01.2020: Self Defence Class by Delhi Police for standard IX and XI at Helen Hall 

83. 11.01.2020: Educators conclave 2020 at Jahanpanah Club, Alaknanda, attended by Mrs. Neha Ghai, Mrs. Sitanjali Ahuja, Ms. Surbhi 
Kapoor,Ms. Priyanka Sapra, Mrs. Divya Joshi,Mrs. Anne Albin 

84. 14.01.2020 CBSE' Capacity building programme' on gender sensitivity at CBSE regional centre, Patparganj, attended by Mrs. Jomy Jerome 

85. 14.01.2020: CBSE 'Capacity building programme' on Secondary school assessment at Sneh International school, Vikas Marg, Delhi, 
attended by Mrs. Preeti Bhatnagar 

86. 16.01.2020-17.01.2020: Session by school counsellor Ms. Ruby Thomas on self awareness [in classroom], for standard VI-A and VIII-B on 
effective communication 

87. 17.01.2020: Talk on 'No Honking' by Delhi Police at Helen Hall, attended by students of classes IX to XI

88. 17.01.2020: School catechism co-ordinators meeting at Diocesan community centre, Ashok Road, attended by Mrs. Manju Jacob 

89. 17.01.2020: Workshop on Convention of Rights of the child organised at Yusuf Sadan by Br. Tino, attended by Mrs. Rekha Sharma and our 
student Pradeepika Upadhyay 

90. 20.01.20,22.01.2020: Session by counsellor Ms. Ruby Thomas on effective communication for standard VI-A, VII-A, VII-C 

91. 20.01.2020: Pariksha Pe Charcha- live telecast in Helen Hall, attended by standard IX and XI

92. 21.01.2020: Session by counsellor Ms. Ruby Thomas on Stress and Emotion for standard VII-A [in class] 

93. 24.01.2020: Hubs of learning - Mrs. Agnes John, Mrs. Drishti Kaushik
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94. 24.01.2020: CBSE Workshop on Innovative Pathshala at Saraswati Vidyalaya, Darya Ganj, New Delhi, attended by Mrs. Agnes John, 
Mrs. Drishti Kaushik, Ms. Priyanka Sapra, Mrs. Anne Albin

95. 28.01.2020: CBSE 'Capacity building programme' on 'Life skills' at Delhi Public school, Mathura Road, attended by Mrs. Indu Vij,
Mrs. Priya Sehgal 

96. 28.01.2020, 29.01.2020: Session by school counsellor for VI-C and XI-A 

97. 10.02.2020: CBSE live webcast on preparedness for examination at Helen Hall, attended by standard IX – XII 

98. 14.02.2020 - 16.02.2020: National seminar cum workshop on 'Pedagogy of History' -perspectives, practices and possibilities at CIE, 
Department of education, University Of Delhi, attended by Mrs. Chhavi Sharma. 

99. 14.02.2020: CBSE 'Capacity building programme' on life skills at Centre of Excellence, Patparganj, Delhi, attended by 
Mrs. Rakhi A. Varghese, Ms. Priyanka Singh 

100. 15.02.2020: Mathematics workshop by Goyal brothers, Prakashan and Delhi school teachers forum at India International Centre attended by 
Mrs. Darly Prince 

101. CBP Stem management, Reading conclave, Kidzania Edu summit, Hub of learning and innovative pathshala- Aurobindo Society attended by 
Mrs. Agnes John

102. CBP Stem management, Yoga and aerobics training attended by Mrs. Pooja Kumari 

103. CBP Life skills, Value education, Karo Sambhav school programme [e-waste], heartfulness education teacher training programme, Sagaran 
– A seminar on POCSO act, Educators conclave, Role of puppetry in education attended by Ms. Supreet Kaur 

104. CBP Life skills attended by Mrs. Namita 

105. CBP- Inclusive strategies attended by Ms. Rachita Gupta 

106. CBP Stem management attended by Mrs. Anita Sehgal 

107. CBP – Happy classroom, CBP- Life skills attended by Mrs. Shona Ghai 

108. 'In a nutshell' by Simi Srivastava, Pre-primary workshop, CBP- Stem management attended by Mrs. Rohini Ghosh 

109. CBP Stress management, CBP Life skills attended by Mrs. Richa Arora 

110. CBP Stress management attended by Mrs. Rebecca Lawrence 

111. Pre-primary workshop, Articulate by Madhumita Nandi attended by Mrs. Nidhi Gupta 

112. CBP Life skills, National summit of school principal, reading conclave, educators conclave-2020 attended by Mrs. Kavita Sam 

113. Self care for care givers, Multiple intelligence faith for education, CBP – Happy classroom, Stress management attended by 
Mrs. Deepti Sunil 

114. CBP- Stress management, Life skills attended by Mrs. Ketika Sawhney

115. CBP- Happy classroom, Value education attended by Mrs. Anuja Dubey 

116. CBP – Stem management,Value education, Happy classroom attended by Mrs. Jennifer Sophia 

117. CBP- Life skills, Educators Conclave 2020 attended by Ms. Renuka Kujur 

118. CBP- Stem management, happy classroom attended by Ms. Asima 

119. CBP- Stem management, happy classroom, hubs of learning and innovative pathshala - Aurobindo Society attended by Mrs. Drishti Kaushik 

120. 'CBP – Value education, life skills, happy classroom', Delhi school teachers forum, Maths Magic, Educators Conclave 2020 attended by 
Mrs. Deepti Arora 

121. 'CBP- Life skills, value education, happy classroom', Prevention of Child Sexual Abuse, Delhi school teachers forum,State council of 
educational research and training attended by Mrs. Jennifer Datt 

122. CBP-Stem management attended by Mrs. Janki Menon 

123. CBP- Life skills attended by Mrs. Rose I. Fernandes 

124. CBP- Stress management, CBP- Happy classroom, Hindi workshop attended by Mrs. Nalini Barwa 

125. Trust, respect and fairness in classroom attended by Mrs. Sandra Albuquerque 

126.  Articulate, Role of puppetry in education, CBP- Stress management, CBP- Happy classroom attended by Mrs. Gunjan Srivastava 

127. CBP- Stress management attended by Mrs. Lalit Pathak 

128. Hindi workshop, 'Trust, respect and fairness in classroom', CBP- Stem management, CBP- Happy classroom attended by Mrs. Dimple 
Chopra 
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Art by: Shreya Ghosh, IX-C
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